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Weather
High 65°
Low 35°

Senate
BRIEFLY bans flag
Campus
defacing

Fox suspected: Oregon poli ce

ire considering Richard E. Fox,
i ndicted for the kidnapping and
i nurder of Leslie Keckler, as a
■ uspect in the 1983 death of his wife,
I H)hce said.
Fox collected a $50,000 life
i nsurance policy after his wife
I Cimberly, a registered nurse, was
f ound in the bathroom of her Oregon
( )hio apartment with her wrists cut,
I >olice said.
The cause of her death was ruled t )
1 >e undetermined, according to the
I .lie,-]s County Coroner.
i

Speaker featured: Henry

l Jisnoros. former mayor of San
\ntonio and once considered the
i lation's most politically prominent
Hispanic, will speak at the
1 University's annual career fair Oct.
0.
Cisneros was one of the first
1 -lispanics to be elected mayor in a
i Tiajor American city and was
i considered as a running mate for
y Walter Mondale in the presidential
i •ace.
"Expo 1989: An Investment in the
1 future," is sponsored by the Office < >f
1 University Placement Services and is
i :xpected to attract more than 1,500
■ >tudents and 120 employers to the
1 Lenhart Grand Ballroom in the
1 University Union at 2:30 p.m.

State
Museum hosts seminar:

rhe Toledo Museum of Art will host a
seminar for area school art
volunteers Oct. 18 from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. The seminar features ways to
alk about art with young people anc
Eocuses on various works of Toledo
Museum art. The annual program
attracts about 100 volunteers and
costs $10. Registration forms must t le
in by Oct. 9.
For further information, call
255-8000, extension 363.

Students overcome: At

east 120 students were taken to ares i
hospitals after apparently being
Dvercome by fumes from a gas
furnace at the Buckeye South West
High School in Tiltonsville, Ohio,
rhursday. Some students were
unconscious and others were gaspin 1
for air as they evacuated the school
about 10 a.m. Doctors and hospital
officials said that all students were i n
fair condition and suffering from
carbon monoxide poisoning.

Hunt begins: The Chagrin
Valley Hunt is off to its 80th season I n
Bundysburg, Ohio. The hunt was
sriginally held in the Chagrin River
valley in the early part of the centur yHie hounds' kennel and club house
still remain at its location in Gates
Mills, 15 miles east of Cleveland. In
oast years, the hunt has been moved
20 miles east to an Amish farm
because of suburban expansion in
Cleveland.

People
1 lakker convicted: TV

e vangelist Jim Bakker was convicte 1
1 Tiursday of unlawfully taking $3.7
i nillion

from his followers. A

( Charlotte, N.C., court convicted
I Jakker on 24 counts of fraud and
L

onspiracy for overselling time

I hares at his ministry's resort hotels
t o loyal followers of the PTL empire
1 [Tie 49-year-old preacher could
r eceive up to 120 years in prison and
$ 15 million in fines.

A sentencing date has not yet been

1 cheduled.
\ Wonder wakens: Robin, th e
I Joy Wonder of the Batman comics,
r nay be reincarnated in November's
I latman issue. Robin was killed off
1 ast year after Batman readers vote< i
f or his demise in a telephone poll,
( lary Colabuone, owner of Moondog' I
I nc, a chain of comic book stores in
( Chicago suburbs, said that officials
f rom DC Comics, Inc., said that a ne V
f ive-part series will introduce a new
I loan.

by Mike Robinson
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON - The Senate on
Thursday overwhelmingly approved
a statutory ban on defacing the American flag after defeating a proposed
revision that sponsors said could
prove fatal in a future court test.
President Bush said he respected
the action but would continue to push
for a constitutional amendment.
The 91-9 final vote came after maneuvering by Senate Republicans,
who say along with Bush that amending the Constitution rather than passing a simple statute is the only effective way to counter last June's Supreme Court decision throwing out a
Texas flag-burning law.
The bill, which previously passed
the House but now returns there for
consideration of Senate changes, calls
for up to a $1,000 fine and a year in jail
for burning or otherwise defacing the
flag.
Both houses are to consider a proEsed amendment to the Constitution
tor this month.
The Democrats say they have carefully worded their bill to protect it
against an expected new court challenge on free-speech grounds.
At the White House, Bush called on
Congress to approve the constitutional flag-desecration amendment he
supports, despite the lopsided Senate
vote.
"I respect the intention of those who
voted for (a statutory ban). But I continue to believe such an approach is
( See Flag, page 4.

White Line Fever

BG News/Brock Vlsnich

Greg Kuhn, athletic field groundskeeper. paints boundary lines on Mickey Cochrane Field in preparation for the Kwik
Goal/BGSCI Soccer Classic tournament Saturday and Sunday. The Falcons are hosting teams from the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay. Miami University of Ohio, and Memphis State University. See story page 5.

China troubled by prize winner
by Arthur Max
Associated Press writer

OSLO, Norway — The Dalai Lama, the spiritual
and temporal leader of Tibet whose title means
Ocean of Mercy, won the 1989 Nobel Peace Prize on
Thursday for decades of non-violent struggle to free
his country from China.
He responded, "My case is nothing special. I am a
simple Buddhist monk — no more, no less." He expressed hope the award would focus attention on
compassion in every human being.
China called the award an insult and interference
in its internal affairs.
One clear purpose of the Norwegian Nobel committee was to deliver a message of support to the prodemocracy movement in China.
Analysts also said it might help eventually to break
the deadlock between China, which has occupied the

High school
renovations
celebrated
by Wynne Everett and John Kohlstrand
staff writers

After 15 months and $4 million worth of renovation,
the addition to the Bowling Green Senior High School
was dedicated Thursday night.
The school's 30 percent increase in floor space was
funded by a property tax levy passed in November
1987 by the Bowling Green electorate.
Board of Education President Jack Hartman dedicated the addition to the many "heroes" in the community, including senior citizens and other people
with no direct interest in the school who voted tor the
levy.
"They cared so much about the community and the
community's children that they voted yes," Hartman said. We dedicate this building in their honor."
To the students he added, "May this building inspire you to go on to be heroes."
The current high school was built in 1964 to house
the 10th, 11th and 12th grades. The new addition
prompted the move of the 9th grade to the building
from the junior high school.
Seventeen faculty members were also moved to
the high school this year.
Superintendent Richard Cummings said the
freshmen increase the student body by a third to over
a thousand students.
"Hopefully, this building will serve the educational
needs of the young people of this community for
many years to come, Cummings said.
Some of the improvements to the facility include:
i- Seventeen new classrooms and two additional
science labs.
( A 500-seat auxiliary gymnasium, a weightroom

Himalayan nation since 1950, and the Dalai Lama,
who leads an exile government based in India.
In its citation, the committee mentioned the Dalai
Lama's rejection of violence and his preachings of
respect for all living things. It praised his "construc-

"My case is nothing special. I am
a simple Buddhist monk — no
more, no less."
-Dalai Lama, 1989 Nobel Peace
Prize Winner
tive and forward-looking proposals for the solution of
international conflicts.
Past prizes have been used to encourage human
rights activists and support peace efforts. Polish
Solidarity leader Lech Walesa won in 1993; the 1987

prize went to President Oscar Arias of Costa Rica for
his Central American peace plan; and U.N.
peacekeeping forces were given last year's award.
The Dalai Lama, 54, was born Tenzin Gyatso. The
son of a poor farmer, he was named spiritual and
temporal ruler as the 14th Dalai Lama at age 5, just
before the Chinese army marched into Tibet. He fled
Tibet in 1959 after a failed uprising against Chinese
rule.
In Los Angeles, where he was attending a conference, the Dalai Lama said, "I very much appreciate
that kind of recognition about my beliefs. In fact, I
always believed in love, compassion and a sense of
universal respect. Every human being has that potential."
"This prize may open more people's eyes to look at
their own quality," the Buddhist leader, who wore
sandals and traditional red-and-orange robes, said.
The prize, worth $469,000 at the current exchange
rate, will be awarded in Oslo on Dec. 10.

Tuition plans will reduce costs
by Jert Waters
/toocttrted Press writer

COLUMBUS - The Mart of two statewide tuition plans that help parents cot the cost of their
chikfren's college education was announced
Thursday by legislative sponsors.
State Rep. Paul Jones, D-Ravetma, and Sen.
Pan! Pfeifer, R-Bucyrus, sponsored the bill estab'rust Authority to oversee
the program that allows OWoans to boy tax-free
college savings bonds or prepay future college tuition.
The legislators hope to have first open enrollment for the plans by Dec. 25, but that may be unrealistic, Pfelfer said at a news conference.
Staffing, equipment and other details of the plan
must first be completed. The authority's meetings
on the plan could not begin until the bill became
effective this week.
Under the Jones College Savings Plan, the authority will work with other state agencies to deand locker-rooms for both men and women.
: A new music room for the 160-member band.
: IA 100-seat addition to the cafeteria to accommodate the additional students.
CJA new library to house the high school's 18,000
volume collection.
Richard Barker, president of the building's first
graduating class, spoke of the excitement the new
nigh school created for the class of 1965.
"I'm grateful that I could be a part of that first
graduating class," he said. "That excitement carried us through that first year."
"Hopefully, we'll dedicate not only this building,
but ourselves to this building and the standard of education that we have <<ome to be spoiled with in Bowling Green, Ohio," Barker said.
Others who spoke at the ceremony included Evelyn

signate certain tax-exempt bonds that will be
made available In amounts small enough for Individual purchases.
The bonds are purchased at less than their face
value. They are redeemed at face value at matuThe guaranteed tuition prepayment plan
created under the Pfelfer Guaranteed Tuition
Plan permits the purchase of future tuition In
amounts as small as 1 percent of the current cost
of a year's tuition. That purchase would be good
for 1 percent of a year's tuition when the beneficiary Is ready to enroll.
"the low buy-in price under the Pfeifer plan
makes it possible for virtually every family in this
state to afford their children's education/Pfeifer
said.
The purchase of 430 tuition credits fully funds an
individual tuition account.
The guarantee applies only to Ohio schools, although an equivalent value can be transferred to
any private or out-of-state school.

Reddin, 1964 school board member instrumental in
the building of the new high school and BGHS senior
Christina Nicholson, president of the Student Activities Board.
Nicholson said now that the improvements are
completed, all the disruption caused by the noise and
mess of last year's construction seemed worth it.
Harold Munger, architect for Munger & Munger
Associates which designed the addition, presented a
commemorative plaque of the dedication to Hartman.
The high school's string orchestra, brass ensemble
and the Madrigal Singers performed for the public
High school Principal Neil E. Allen estimated that
800 people attended the ceremony.
After the ceremony, the public was invited to tour
the high school's new facilities.
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Bakker effects
all Christianity
Judgment day has come and gone for televangelist Jim Bakker.
Bakker, found guilty yesterday of 24 counts of
fraud and conspiracy, has been knocked off his golden thrown of the PTL empire in North Carolina.
He is now awaiting sentencing and could receive as
many as 120 years in prison.
Bakker was accused of overselling partnerships
at his ministry's lavish hotel resort.
The real crime in this scandal is not that Bakker
made a mistake, but the effect that mistake has had
on the religion he claimed to love so much.
His misuse of funds has cast doubt about the sincerity and genuineness of other evangelists, thus
leaving a stale taste of Christianity in the mouths of
many, which is quite unfortunate.
Other ministers should not be held accountable
for what one man does. Bakker's mistake should
not ruin the good that others are doing.
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When you are falling in love and are misled by a
companion, you realize that person is not the one
for you. You do not give up on love entirely, but
simply look for someone who fits your needs.
The same holds true in looking for a minister.
One bad apple does not necessarily ruin the whole
bunch.
It is a shame that this horrible incident happened,
but Christianity should not be forced to serve the
sentence for it — Bakker should.
When Bakker began his ministries, it appeared
he was a genuine man serving God. His sermons
often told of his humble beginnings, when he and his
wife were barely managing financially.
Money and greed obviously got the best of this
man. Perhaps tie did not even know it was happening but his lavish lifestyle seemed to get in the way
of his committment to the Lord.
His expensive living habits included such fineries
as Rolls-Royces, Rolex watches, diamonds, goldplated swan-shaped bathroom fixtures and even an
air-conditioned doghouse.
Wanting the finer things of life does not make a
man bad, hut the manner in which he goes about obtaining them does — to use God as a source of funneling innocent victims' money toward your own
good is unconscionable and immoral.

Respond
The editorial page regularly
features columnists who write
on a variety of topics, from serious political issues to
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and all guest columnists.
Additional opinions may be
expressed in letters to the editor.
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A Market Square Hero Dennis Robaugh

Heroes do falter, but must do
All sports heroes have a special place in the hearts of all
football fans. We feel momentary jubilation and glee when
"our team" has done well, and
grim determination when we
say, "Wait'til next year."
Sports hero Kevin Mack, the
Cleveland Browns star running
back, has been sentenced to six
months in prison after pleading
guilty to using cocaine;
however, he may apply for
"shock probation" after 30 days.
The (Cleveland) Plain Dealer
ran an editorial saying the decision was tough but had to be
made.
Plain Dealer sports columnist
Bob Kravitz railed harshly
about the decision, labeling it as
unfair and discriminatory.
Usually a first-time offender
does not receive a prison sentence. They are put on probation
and if they fail a drug test they
are shipped off to prison.
And that is as it should be.
Once caught, a person should be
fiven a chance to put his or her
fe back on track.
And Kevin Mack should have
gone to prison.
Let me tell you a story.
I love football. When I was a

kid I loved football. I remember
gathering up the other kids in
le neighborhood — Big Hal, Al
with the constantly runny nose,
Rocky and a host of others — for
a game of football in the rockfilled field down the street.
We imagined ourselves carrying on the Ditter rivalry between
the Browns and Steelers. I would
imagine myself creaming a
graceful Lynn Swann as I
knocked the rotund Doug the
Pug to the ground.
In our minds, we recreated the
Greg Pruitt breakaway jersey,
open-field running on our side
streets. When 'Turkey" Joe
Jones, a mediocre lineman at
best, slammed Steeler quarterback Terry Bradshaw into the
turf causing a Bradshaw concussion ana brawl among linemen, I screamed my support of
my beloved Browns.
Then I tried it on the kid down
the street. That didn't go over
very well.
I remember when former
Head Coach Sam Rutigliano put
wide receiver Dave Logan in on
defense to intercept a long
bomb. He did.
I imitated that for weeks.
Let me tell you another story.

I heard on the news about
some 10 and 12 year olds who got
caught pretending to sell drugs.
They had bags filled with pencil
shavings and leaves and bags
filled with sugar or baking soda.
Pot and coke.
I chuckled about it and went
on doing whatever it was I was
doing.
About a month ago I stopped
in to visit my parents. Down the
street I saw the 8-year-old
neighbor kid playing football
with his friends.
I parked my truck and walked
up tne driveway. From the other
side of the street I saw another
kid ride up on his bike and open
a paper sack. He pulled out a
clear plastic bag. Filled with
white powder.
"Let's play something else,"
he shouted.
Kids still imitate their heroes.
Now, I'm not saying a group of
kids are going to grow up and
become cokeheads because they
saw Kevin Mack arrested for
powdering his nose.
But there are kids in Cleveland, Detroit and Toledo who are
13 years old and making hun-

dreds, even thousands, of dollars a week acting as lookouts
for crack houses.
Kids like these see these million-dollar athletes and think,
"If it's OK for them, it's OK for
me."
It's a proven fact that athletes
can be positive motivators for
kids and influence them to improve themselves.
I think we can take it as a given that Kevin Mack is the flip
side of that coin.
There are a lot of factors influencing the use or disuse of
drugs. Athletes as models are
probably a very small part of
that.
Maybe Judge Richard
McMonagle thought about the
kids when he sentenced Kevin
Mack to six months in prison. He
most likely will spend 30 days
behind bars.
When he comes out he'll still
be a hero to me. Maybe just a
little bit better.
Robaugh, a junior newseditorial major, is a columnist
forThe News.

Letters
Column evokes opposition on views of girl's death, justice system
To the Editor,
After reading Dennis Robaugh's article in the September
26 edition of The BG News, "An
anger in a small town," I was
prompted to write an opposing
letter. You see, I have a view
from the other side. I grew up
with that "17-year-old girl who
died under the wheels of a semitractor."
In reference to your article, it
is not a "lonely intersection,"
but rather the path traveled by
many people in that small town,

including her parents. They
must travel this way to get home
every single day, following the
traffic rules, of course. You see,
one thing you failed to mention
was that this "middle-aged
truck driver" went through a
red light; there were witnesses
who supported this.
In your description of the way
the parents reacted to some of
the testimony, they seem almost
removed from the situation.
What you do not know is the pure
agony they have been through

the last year dealing with the unjustified death of their only
child. The "dead girl/' meant
the world to them. They did
everything to help her grow up
to be the best person possible
and she was ripped away from
them. It is hard for me to imagine what they must go through; I
see their struggles almost everyday. You talked about how the
justice system was whored for
personal benefit;" her parents
would give anything to have her
back, but that is not possible. Is
it wrong to ask that he get some

Where is the justice when a
17-year-old girl goiny through a
green light gets killed by a
large powerfully-built man"
driving a semi-tractor and her
name and family gets dragged
through the mud over an over
again?
Chris Distel
OCMB1325
by John Boissy
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Campus Life
I
Expo widens contacts Managers' skills are vital
■GNews

by Sr<>tt Scarborough

nts searching for a job in
ar future can contact
100 potential employers
; time at "Job Expo 89"
jijo-.^ored by the University's
Placement Office.
Companies from almost every
state will be represented on Oct.
10, according to Dona Howard.
Interim Assistant Director of
Placement Services for the Education Department.
"We don t have an interviewing process set up, but these po-

tential employers come set up
their information," Howard
said. "They want to talk to our
students and our students want
to talk to them."
The placement office also
sponsors seminars concerning
interviewing, job hunting and
correspondence, and resume
writing.
Those presenting verification
slips stating that they have attended these seminars will
receive an advantage over other
students in the form of a blue
card which allows students to
sign up for interviews at 4 p.m.
on Wednesdays rather than the

designated time on Thursdays,
Howard said.
For the student looking for
that extra edge, placement services also sponsors a gold card,
Howard said.
A student receives a gold card
by attending "Job Expo 89," establishing five contacts at the
expo, as well as attending an
additional professional development seminar, Howard said.
The verification slips prove a
student has done all of the required work and must be presented to the placement office in
order to receive a gold card.
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i Successful executive discusses 'four magic words'
Inc., Milliken & Company and
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Wandering the lecture hall as
he spoke, the business executive
revealed "four magic words" to

by Amy Burkett
managing editor

Effective managers are those
who remember their employees
are the people who make a business run efficiently, according
to a prominent American businessman.
"Say to the people 'you're important' and together we can
beat the world," said Rene
McPherson, speaking Thursday
to more than 250 students and
faculty members, as part of the
Hollis Moore Lecture Series.
Introduced by University
President Paul Olscamp,
McPherson leaned toward Marian Moore before beginning his
speech and said "I'm here because of Hollis."
McPherson is currently a director of The Andersons, Banc
One Corp., Dow Jones and Company, Inc., Mercantile Stores,

"Say to the people
'you're important'
and together we
can beat the
world."
-Rene McPherson,
promi nent American
businessman
the audience: "What do you
think?"
"As a manager, use these
words 100,000 times," he said.
"If you do, you will be terribly
successful."
"When you get close to 100,000,

employees who offer input will
go for another 100,000."
Too often, managers tell employees what to do without asking their opinions, he said, and
feel themselves to be part of the
work.
Gesturing toward the audience, McPherson noticed "a lot
of young people improving
themselves here."
Although there are many
schools of management, few
schools in the United States
teach leadership.
"But can you teach leadership? or ethics? or religion?" he
asked. "I don't even know what
makes a leader?"
McPherson said a fellow employee once described a leader
as someone who points out the
direction and a manager "gets
the employees there."
"A leader dreams and a manager works," he further explained.

Budget analysis proposed
cost and committees submitting budgets may not
realize all those involved.
Dalton will be able to find these additional costs
and report them with a neutral viewpoint, he said.
He was contacted when this amendment was initially planned in March and despite the extra
work, he approves of it, Chang said.
Some senators at the meeting questioned the intent of the proposed charter amendment.
"We are usually told to disregard the financial
impact (of proposals) and the committee wants
this (amendment) now?" asked Ronald Lancaster, professor of computer science.

by Jill Novak
staff writer

A proposal by a Faculty Senate committee is
recommending Christopher Dalton, vice president
of planning and budgeting, assess all proposed
budgets before they are presented to senators.
At Tuesday's meeting, the budget committee
submitted an amendment for all proposals concerning academic programs, units and policies
(with resource implications) to be referred to Dalton for an impact analysis of the budgets involved.
"The proposal is (for Dalton) to give an accurate, true, resource assessment of the budgets of
the proposals," said Stephen Chang, associate
professor of geography and Budget Committee
chairman.
BG News John Potter

Double Image

Senior Dennis Dove edits a videotape for the University placement office in the Technology Building
Thursday afternoon. Dove, a placement assistant, is also using the tape as an individual project for his VCT
class as well as part of his video portfolio.
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Call the News at 372-2603.

at Cochrane Soccer Field
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Bowling Green Stale University

SATURDAY OCTOBER 7
1:00 pm
3:00 pm

Applications Due:
405 Student Services
Oct. 19 5 p.m.

BGSU v. Memphis State
Miami, OH v. Wisconsin

SUNDAY OCTOBER 8
1:00 pm Miami, OH v. Memphis State
3:00 pm BGSU v. Wisconsin
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DELIA ZETA VOYAGE
Destination:
Date:

Unknown

October 7. 1989

Departure time:
Depart from:
Brine:

7:00 p.m.
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1979

Starter
Sprinter
Pacer
Shot Put
Marathon

"Roll-back-prices" to
1979 menu to show
appreciation to our
customers!
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Mini Courses

Rag Melon Boskets
Dolores Helse
November 7th
6:30-9:00 p.m.
Ohio Suite
$7.00 fee

Mini Courses

C3PE
l

Mini Courses
Glembu
Hoirstuling
October 18th
7:00-8:00 p.m.
Ohio Suite
Free

for l^ft|g;
Moke Vour Own
Shirt
Piece Goods
October 10th
6:00-8:30 p.m.
Ohio Suite
$10 fee for T-shirt
$15 fee for sweatshirt
Mini Courses

o
o
o

oEat In or call ahead for easy pick-up o

%
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1989

1.85
1.85
1.85
2.50
2.50
(prices good Oct. 10 only)

Sign up today

Delta Zeta House

Yourself and a
traveling companion

OCT. lOth -1979 menu
prices - all day!

O U32 E. wooster No Delivery 352-4663 O

we Care

Mini Courses
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Be a Leader and Show thai in BG "We care"

FILL THE STAM1S...SI IM'ORT FALCON SOCCER!

This proposal will be discussed further and voted
on at November's Faculty Senate meeting.

> ° Q oooooooooooo O ° o

-Catch Friday magazine—
each week in the BG News

Got a news tip?
A hot story idea?

0-

Dalton will not be evaluating the proposals —
nor approving or disapproving them, Chang said.
One reason the amendment was tabled is because all proposed academic programs involve a

Eloise Clark, vice president of academic affairs,
said committees are told not to use budgeting as a
basis for proposals — just intelligence.
However, units and policies should be evaluated
and merits of the proposals should be balanced
against the resource requirements, Chang said,
and Dalton's assessments will make this possible.

Foil '89
Mini-Courses

Resume Writing
and Interviewing
Kathy Block
October 24<Ohio Suite)

(3rd floor union)

-ond-

Poyment required
upon
Sign-up!!

October 26(TBR)
6:00-8:00 p.m.
$3.00 fee

Mini Courses

Mini Courses

Mini Courses

c
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Flag

Weather effects
heating systems

(terete***
bfe on the
ate piaywi
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eerie
"Yon could bear

M0vMm by Lorl Miller
staff writer
Despite student complaints of the cold, University officials are
waiting for the temperature to maintain a steady rate before turning
on the neat for the majority of campus buildings.
"The approximate date for the heat to be turned on is Oct. 15 — it
all depends on Mother Nature," said Keith Pogan, associate director
of the physical plant.
However, 80 percent of the buildings have automatic heating
systems and these currently have heat, he said.
This year, because of the unpredictable weather, heat was turned
on earlier than usual, said Ray Ybanes, employee in the plant operations department.
"It (the heat) is usually turned on in October but because it's colder (this year) we decided to turn it on in September," he said.
Ybanes explained this is because "at a certain outside temperature, the equipment starts to provide the heat," which is the reason
why the majority of buildings do not receive heat in the daytime, he
said.
Pogan said September is one of the worst months for heating.
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AMERICAN Z LUNG ASSOCIATION

Sen. Howard M. Metzenbaum,
D-Ohio, is one of the few lawmakers who oppose not only the
constitutional amendment but
the bill as well on grounds that
they encroach on the right to
free speech.

The Pheasant Room
in the
University Union

WHAT IS HSA?
HSA Provides all BGSU students with
opportunities to broaden their horizons
through alternative learning experiences
and interaction with other students,
faculty, and administrators.

offers a
Sunday Buffet
Featuring a Selection of Meats, Potatoes,
Vegetables, and a Deluxe Salad Bar.
only $5.75
Food Coupons Accepted

Noon - 2:00 p.m.
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A Night of Comedy

:WoodsyOwifor:
Clean Water

Professional
Resume Preparation

presents
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in the Falcon's Nest
Friday
9:30 - 11:30 p.m.

HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA

FEED A HERD OF
PARTY ANIMALS
ITHIS HOMECOMING!

&

RESUME
WORLD
•Where Your World Begins

419-229-6832
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Homecoming Mixer Tickets will be raffled!

Lima

419-424-9793
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HSA - More Than Meets The Eye.
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"It is 38 degrees at night and 78 degrees during the day," he said.
"For a while (students) want to be warm then (they) want to be
cool."

CAN I JOIN HSA?
YES, anyone can join HSA!
There are no membership requirements
Yearly dues are $9.00
Come to the Honors Office in 231
Administration Bldg. or call 372-8504
for more information and to discuss
what is ahead in 1989-90 and how
you can be involved in HSA.
Deadline for dues is Nov. 3, 1989
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D Continued from page 1.
inadequate in light of the Supreme Court decision," Bush
said. "I believe that a constitutional amendment, properly
drawn, is necessary, in order to
provide proper protection."
Before final passage Thursday, the Senate voted 53-47 to
table — or kill —an amendment
offered by Minority Leader Bob
Dole, R-Kan., to apply the defacement ban only to those who
acted in public.
It accepted, however, an
amendment from Sen. Pete Wilson, R-Calif., to make it illegal
to "physically defile" the flag.
"The Dole amendment was
the potential killer amendment," said Sen. Joseph R. Biden, D-Del.
Some lawmakers clearly were
hoping that support for the bill
would insulate them from charges on the campaign trail next
year that they failed to support
the constitutional amendment.
Burning the flag already is
outlawed under federal law but
few believe the statute could
withstand a court test such as
the one in the Texas case.

SUNDAY

210 N. MAIN

TUESDAY

MONDAY

419-352-9951

WEDNESDAY

SATURDAY

THURSDAY

HOURS: MON-SAT: NOON TIL 2:30 AM &
SUNDAY 2:00 PM "TIL 2:30 AM 365 DAYS

*|3
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48 HRS. Advance Notice Required
828 S. Main St.
BETWEEN FOODTOWN AND BIG LOTS
354-2608
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I Make your bash a smash with a Subway Party Sub or Party Planer
I You tell us ho/» long you want your Party Sub — and we'll make it
And we'll stuff your Party Platter with your favorite subs —
sliced m tasty 4" portions Call Subway and make plans for
your party Big plans
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Sports

When the Bowling Green
football team faces Ohio University Saturday, there promises to be plenty of contrast between the two teams.
The Falcons will rely on the
passing of Rich Dackin to ignite the offense, while the Bobcats look to the ground game
and tailback Andrew Greer to
put points on the board.
But, if there is one similarity
between the two teams it is the
defense —where both teams
have struggled all year.
"I expect a lot of points to be
put on the board, OU head
coach Cleve Bryant said.
"This game could end up being
a real shoot-out."
The Bobcats (0-5 overall, 0-2
in the MAC) will be looking to
get back to MAC action following two out-of-conference
games — Vanderbilt and Louisiana State — which saw them
get outscored 111-16.
Despite those shellackings,
OU did look impressive in its
two early season MAC
contests. It lost it's opener at
Toledo 27-18, and later fell to
Eastern Michigan, 30-25.
"We aren't even looking at
those other games — we are
only looking at the two MAC
games," BG head coach Moe
Ankney said. "They played

Harriers
play host
to invite

So far this season it has appeared that the only way the
Falcons can win is to outscore
their opponents.

"But, I told our team that
just because they are 0-5, they
aren't packing their bags. It's
Parents Day and they are going to be ready to play."
The OU success starts with
Greer. The Bobcat tailback is
currently sixth in the nation in
total yards (876) and leads the
OU offense with 393 yards
rushing.
Quarterback Anthony
Thornton also supplies some
firepower on the ground,
where he has rushed for 207
yards this season.
"They like to line up in the
wishbone, but they aren't really a wishbone team," Ankney
said. "The one thing they do
like to do is have their quarterback run the ball on sprint-

"Defense is what wins
games and our chances of winning would be much greater if
our defense could nold the
other team," Ankney said.
"But I'll take a win any way
we can get it."
In order for the Falcons to
get a victory, they will have to
ride the right arm of Rich
Dackin, which has been on
target so far this season.
Dackin is currently first in
the conference in total offense
where he has tallied 924 yards,
while also connecting on five
touchdowns.
"I expect them to put the
ball in the air 50 to 60 times,"
Bryant said. "They have a fine
quarterback in Dackin and a
pair of great wide receivers
with (Reggie) Thornton and
(Ron) Heard."
□ See Gridders, page 6.

by Mike Drabenstott
sports wnter

Contrasting teams and strong competition will
highlight the Kwik Goal/BGSU Soccer Classic this
weekend at Mickey Cochrane Soccer Field.
The Falcons (3-2-3) will open the tournament
Saturday at 1 p.m. against Memphis State (4-4-1),
and close it Sunday at 3 p.m. versus WisconsinGreen Bay (7-1-1).
Other games include Miami (Ohio) vs. UWGB at
3 p.m. Saturday and MU vs. MSU at 1 p.m. Sunday.
BG, which has won the tournament four times in
its five-year existence, views the weekend as the
highlight of the season, head coach Gary Palmisano said.
"There's no doubt about it — this is the cornerstone of our year," he said. "We have the opportunity to bring in quality programs and good competition."
Talent is one of the only qualities the Falcons'
weekend opponents share —the Tigers and the
Phoenix have playing styles as different as earth
and sky.
"Memphis State will keep the ball on the
(ground) and build their attack from the back
position," said Palmisano. "Wisconsin-Green Bay
will look to counter attack and move the ball up the
field quickly with goalie punts."
MSU, coached by former BG player and assistant coach Chris Bartels, is a near facimile of BG.
With only two seniors on the squad, the Tigers
have haa offensive problems, especially in finishing off scoring surges. Though the defense has allowed only four goals in the past four games, the
offense has supplied just five.
"We're still trying to find out who we are," Bartels said. "We have the potential to be a very potent offensive team.
"We're creating opportunities on offense, but
we're not putting the ball in the back of the net."
Junior forward Morten Akerfors leads the
Tigers in scoring, with four goals and one assist,
followed by freshman forward Gareth O'Sullivan,

who has four goals. MSU goalkeeper Troy Norwood enters the tournament toting a 1.57 goals
against average.
Meanwhile, UWGB comes into the weekend as
the fifth-ranked team in the Great Lakes Region.
The Phoenix lost to Wisconsin, the number four
team regionally, 3-0 Wednesday for their season's
first loss.
Leading UWGB in the scoring column is junior
forward Steve Schliem with four goals and sophomore striker Chad Johnson with three goals and a
team-high six assists. The Phoenix defense is anchored by sophomore keeper Dan Sosznski, whose
0.64 GAA was sixth in the country entering the
week.
Though the two teams contrast, Palmisano said
his players will adapt to the different game situations.
"It's nothing we haven't seen before," he said.
"Indiana moved the ball up the back (like MSUi
and Marquette did a lot of counter attacking (like
UWGB). It's a matter of how we adjust to their
personnel."
The injuries which have plagued the Falcons
during the past few weeks have been healing well,
Palmisano said. BG did not practice Wednesday in
Ereparation for the physical demand that back-toack matches require.
"Our number one objective this week was to get
everyone healthy for the weekend," Palmisano
said. "We took (Wednesday) off to rest the legs.
We're still a little bumped and bruised.
"The Detroit game (on Tuesday) was good for us
because we were able to play everyone and not get
additional injuries or aggravate old ones," he added.
MSU All-South defenseman Trevor Buckland, a
senior from South Africa, is questionable for the
tournament even though he is on the Tigers' weekend travel roster, Bartels said.
"He has a high threshold for pain,'" said the
Tiger head coach. "When he's healthy he is one of
the best sweepers in the country."

BURGER KING® Presents

by Chuck Toil
sports writer

When the top 10 finishers in
the Mel Brodt Invitational cross
the finish line Saturday, they
can expect more than just a
congratulations from their
coach — they can expect
T-shirts.
The T-shirts will picture the
cartoon image of Mel Brodt, the
former Falcon cross country
coach and teacher at the University.
Brodt coached the men's cross
country team to a record of
154-55, and the track and field
team to a 87-45 record between
the years of 1960 and 1984.
During his impressive 25
years of coaching the Falcons,
he won one MAC title, seven
runner-ups. four All-Ohio titles,
four-staight top ten NCAA finishes and a NCAA Region No. 4
Championship.
In 1983 he was honored as the
Mid-American Conference's
coach of the year, which
preceeded his being inducted
into the Ohio Track and Field
Hall of Fame in 1984.
"It's nice to be remembered a
little bit," Brodt said of the invitational. "It makes you feel good
that people remember you for
your accomplishments."
Brodt, who retired in 1985
after teaching in the School of
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation for more than 30
years, will also step down from
his role as a part-time professor
at the end of the year in order to
move to Florida.
Head coach Sid Sink, who
along with Olympic Gold Medalist Dave Wottle, was two of 19
men who collected 53 AllAmerican honors under Brodt,
said he will be hoping to give
Brodt a farewell present with
two victories Saturday.
The women's squad, which
has won the first two Mel Brodt
Inviationals, will be running
agianst a strong field of 13 teams
— including Mid-American Conference opponents Miami, Ball
State and Central Michigan.
"It's going to be a battle,"
Sink said. "We want to go out
and prove something against
these teams. Last weeK we went
out hard in the beginning
against Miami, and I think we're
ready to do the same Saturday."
The women harriers (2-4) will
be led by senior Mary Louise
Zurbuch, who is bidding for her
third straight first-place finish
in the annual meet.
D See Harriers, page 6.
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Different styles of play highlight classic

outs."
It's this running game that
has the Falcons (1-3, 1-1) concerned. Afterall, BG is seventh
in the MAC in total defense and
eighth against the run.

both those teams tough, and
had a chance to win both
games — those are the top two
teams in the league right now.

October 6,19S9

BG booters host tourney

Falcons, Bobcats set
for offensive struggle
by Don Hensley
sports editor

BG News

Receive A

BOWLING GREEN
SWEATSHIRT!

WHEN YOU COLLECT 400 POINTS BETWEEN NOW AND DECEMBER 7TH.

U h

points

* DO*

How Does It Work?
It's Simple: Each item at Burger King
has a point value. Every time you visit for
lunch or dinner save your receipt and
when you have collected 400 points
you will receive a FREE BG Sweatshirt.
(Sweatshirt on display at Bowling Green
Burger King Restaurants)
Details and point values available at Bowling Green
Burger King® Restaurants

points

points

points

BURGER
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Men's tenn is squad
begins fall schedule

Golf teams hit road
Linksters compete in Columbus, Richmond

I

by Kim Long
sports writer

Both the Falcon men's and
women's golf teams will take to
the links this weekend.
The women's squad will be in
action at the
Lady Buckeye
Invitational.
The 54-hole
tournament
will be played
at The Ohio
State University's Scarlet
Golf Course.
The first 36 Nye
holes will be

ilayed on Friday, with the final
8 being completed Saturday.
The Falcons are coming off a
ninth-place finish in the Spartan
Fall Invitational last weekend in
East Lansing, Ml. BG fired their
best round of the vear last Sunday over the final 18 holes, but
were unable to move up in the
standings.
Head coach Greg Nye said the
team has been shooting well this
week. However, the field for the
tournament is extremely difficult and the golf course is tough.
" There are quality teams
represented from the Big Ten
and some southern schools,"
Nye said.
Qualifiers for the match in-

clude senior Gloria Holmes, Junior Heidi Wright, sophomore
Ann Alexander, plus freshmen
Sue Balmer and Jennifer
Girdlestone.
The men's team will travel to
Richmond, Ky. for the Colonel
Classic hosted by Eastern Kentucky University. The 54-hole
tournament will be played at the
Arlington Country Club.
Five golfers will make the trip
to Kentucky this weekend. Qualifying for the Falcons were junior Doug Ray, sophomores
Wayne Mueller, Brett Fulford,
and Pat Konesky, along with
freshman Kyle Henzel.
AZ

AZ

AZ

AZ

AZ

Second year head coach Gene
Orlando said that having a tournament in the fall gives the teacn
an opportunity to compete and
scout other players.

by Kim Long
sports witter

The men's tennis team will
swing into action this weekend
as they host the second annual
Bowling Green Fall Invitational.
Eight teams will participate in
the Two-day event, which is
scheduled to begin at 9:00 a.m.
on Friday at the Keefe Courts
(behind the Ice Arena). The
teams competing in the invite
are Purdue, Akron, Eastern
Michigan, Toledo, Xavier,
Youngstown State and Cincinnati.
AZ

AZ

AZ

AZ

AZ

Get the "Clue"...

Delta Zeta
A "Rendezvous O
with Destiny": ■
1989 Chapter Retreat
AZ

AZ

EXPO
1989
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Perrysburg High School
Steinecker Stadium

Sat. Oct. 7

KEYNOTE SPEECH
Dr. Henry Cisneros
"Embracing Diversity in the Workplace:
A Sound Investment"
10:30 a.m. - 12:00 noon
Kobacker Hall

1:00 P.M. Perrysburg High Lady Jackets
vs
Anthony Wayne Lady Generals

CAREER FAIR
2:30 p.m. - 6.00 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

3:30 P.M. Bowling Green Lady Falcons
vs
Kent State Golden Flashes

(Career Fair attendance requited tot the Advanced Job Hunters Club)

* Youth Association Games

i

"My chem lab report is due Monday.
My English til. paper is due Tuesday.
My economics paper is due on Wednesday.
And the big game's tomorrow."
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Join Jeff Gibbons and Mott Moson
From Athens Ohio ot 12:30 p.m.
Fokon Pre-Game- shouj begins ot 12:00 p.m. on 88.1

4-6 PM

FREE TICKETS
AVAILABLE
* Receive Discounts
On GYM
Memberships
And Supplements
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UV€ FALCON FOOTBALL
THIS SATURDflV

When: Sun. Oct. 8

Bo ready for this semester with the IBM Personal System/2.®
Choose from five complete packages of hardware and softwareall at special low student prices. VI hat's more, when you pur™Jr*v
chase a PS/2,* you can get the exciting new PRODICY*
it less than hall
retail price* Strike while the ^£; ;}'■?%?£<
gen ice at
half the retai'
-^™"**8
price- jrire hot. Pick the PS/2 that"s right for you.

at the same time a victory would
put them behind only one team.
"This is a critical game and
one we should be very motivated
for," Ankney said. "If we win
this game, though, we will be
saying this about the rest of
thero?'

a seminar by
O.J. Smith Former Mr. America

PS/2 it!
Now, super savings on PS/2 s.

D Continued from page 5.
Although the season is still
early, this weekend's matchup
could be a "must win" for the
Falcons. Afterall, two losses
would drop them two games below the winner of the Eastern
Michigan-Toledo matchup, but

C Continued from page 5.
I Sink said he expects senior
Missy Ellers, and juniors Laura
Schultes and Tracy Gaerke to
j run well after sitting out most of
' the season with injuries.
While the women will be
packed in during their 5,000
meter race, the men will have a
little more leg room when they
run against five other teams in
the 8,000 meter race set to start
at 11:30.
Sink said, although their are
six teams, he expects the race to
I be between the Falcons and the
i only MAC opponent, Western
Michigan.
"If we want to compete with
the better teams in the MAC, we
have to do well against them."
Sink said. "I think we're ready
to challenge them for the top
spot."
The Broncos, who have won
| the invitaional the past two
seasons, are led by All-MAC
selection Jessie McGuire, who
finished first in both previous
> years of the invitational.
McGuire is coming off a firstplace finish in a race against Indiana University, one in which
he beat last season's national
I champion Bob Kennedy.

BG'sTANAND
FITNESS CENTER
Proudly Presents

How're you going to do it?

Model 25
8525001

AZ

% 2nd Annual Soccer
i EXTRAVAGANZA

"An Investment in the Future"
Tuesday, October 10,1989

Saturday's action will also begin at 9:00 a.m., with the final
matches starting around 3 p.m.
In case of rain, the matches will
be played at the Findlay Racket
Club.

Gridders

Wants YOU! !

PLAN TO ATTEND
EXPLORING PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

"A match in the fall is a good
measuring mark for us to see
where we are individually and
as a team," Orlando said.
He said that tennis is a year
around program, even though
BG participates in just four
tournaments this fall.
"Each match a player plays
everyday counts toward the
NCAA college rankings," he
said. "In order to stay competitive, a player must compete in
the fall — we can no longer say
we just have a spring season if
we want to be contenders."

Harriers

The Seminar will focus on nutrition,
supplements and overall athletic performance.
Also speaking will be Dr. Jim Smith and Mike
Eberly - over 50 years combined experience
Limited seating available, so stop in and pick
up your FREE Tickets!
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Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

CAR TROUBLE?
Don't cal Them Cal me
Jumpefarts and tires changed
minor repairs
Reasonable rates
Cal Joe 372 1493

GSS Newsiottet 02 Human Rights
Deadline lor submissions 6 October 23. Articles, poetry, comtcs music, etc are welcome
Submissions should be dropped oft at the OSS
Office on the 3rd floor

HISTORY MAJORS
Check your OCMB (or more i ltormatKin about
Oct 10m Party

• ETHNIC STUDIES ASSOCIATION"
The next E S A meeting will be held In 201
Educ Bldg Monday Oct 9th at 9 00PM All
sre welcome
American Austrian Gorman Stammtisch
Meeting every Thrusday from 8 pm to 12 pm at
Polleyes Questions Call 354 4461
ARE YOU FEELING "WELL"?
FREE COMPUTERIZED LIFESTYLE ASSESSMENT
STUDENT WELLNESS CENTER
REC CENTER OFFICE HRS 4-9PM M-R
ATTENTION SENIORS!!!
Nominations are now betng accepted lor
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERI
CAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES Application forms are now available m
Office of Student Activities and Orientation
Room 405 of the Student Services building.
Deadline
Monday October 16 by
5:00pmNominate yourself or a friend1
Attention All Students
World Student Association has a position avaiiable for its Undergraduate Student
Government Rep.«interested applications are
available at Inti Off . 403 South Hall
Deadline (Fn ) Oct 13 by 5 PM
Any questions? Contact Intl Ofl at 372 2247
Of Peggy Pafc at 353-1952
Attentions O S E A Members
Start thinking about your costumes for Ihe October 25th meetrfig Our Halloween Costume
contest will be a Mast1
Atln: Housing Now March Participants
Buses wil leave on Friday at 7 PM from the Visitors Center and return on Sunday at 6.00 AM
For more info: Mary Beth 352 1 401
Be A BGSU Orientation Leader
Gam Valuable Leadership Experience
Develop communication skills Meet new and
exciting people Applications due October 19
405 Student Services by 5PM
COMING SOON'
HSA Presents
"Are you in (copardy'* Wed Oct 11 8pm in the
Honors CenterStep I (Students Together Educating Peers from the Prevention Center) will
facilitate a drug and alcohol trivia
game'"Alcoholism In the Community" Wed Oct
18th 8pm in Prout Main Lounge Chuck(a drug
and alcohol rehabiMation counselor) wil make It
■rain Miside1 Questions? Call Ihe Honors Office
2-6504
Community Openshare
FndayOct 13, Oct 27. Nov 10. Dec 18 30 PM
- WUCF CenlerfComer of Thurstm and
Ridge (Sponsors GSS and Bill Thompson
Criminal Justice Organization
Meeting Monday Oct 9th
Moseley Hall room 400
Speaker Irom Maumee Youth Center
All maiors welcome1
EVERY FRIDAY AT NOON
ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS SOUP AND
SANDWICH LUNCH(DONATION). UCF
CENTER. CORNER OF THURSTIN AND
RIDGE THIS FRIDAY WAYNE BERMAN. COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS "EDUCATION
FOR THE WHOLE PERSON."

GSS sponsored Reggae Dane*
October 28 8PM
Grand Ballroom
S2'person

Is your car crying out. "WASH ME?"Brmg
your car to WrCI's Annual Car Wash. Saturday.
Oct 4 from 10 am to 4pm at the Marathon
Station, on E Wooater Let us clean your car
tor only $2.50' Sponsored by the Freshmen
members of Women In Communications. Inc_

FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
NOW CARRIES
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.
BARRONSAND
NAT L BUSINESS EMPLOYMENT WKLY
IN ADDITION TO
THE USA TODAY

PHI BETA SIGMA PHI BETA SIGMA
PHI BETA SIGMA PHI BETA SIGMA
PHI BETA SIGMA PHI BETA SIGMA

Need a caring response
to your pregnancy concerns?
Call BG PREGNANCY CENTER
•1354-HOPE
For w\\a on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supportrve services

The Prestigious Brothers of PHI BETA SIGMA
FRAT. INC. are hosting a D.E-F. JAM. October
0th m EPPLER CENTER starts at10:30 PM

SEWING REPAIRS
Bookbags. leather and nylon
3546834

$2.00 BO STUDENT
$3.00 NON BG STUDENT

QUESTION
What would one wear to an
EARLY ROMAN WEAR PARTY
A Gladiator attire
B Nothing cause cloth was scarce m Early
Roman era
C Anything from the J Caesar collection
D TOGA
ANSWER D TOGA
Grab a sheet off your bed. it doesn't have to be
clean and KW DRY DOCK for it's Early Roman
Wear Party this Saturday 9-1 AM m Harshman
Quad
Reggae party with the ARK band from Columbus on Sat Oct 21 at 9 pm *i the N E Commons at the 4th Annual Harambee Unity Crucial
Roots Party A Caribbean Association event
One Love
The Saturday Morning Recreation Program
for Youths with Disabilities
will meet on
Saturday. October 7th

ZEPPELIN ' WHO ' DOORS ■ FLOYD * YES
Classic Flashback-Every Friday Night
10PM • 12 MIDNIGHT 68 1 WBGU
Request Line 372-2626
Jam Master: Sieve Higgins
•2nd Annual Soccer Extravaganza"
Sat Oct 7 at Perrysburg. High School
Stetnecker Stadium 1PM Perrysburg High Lady
Jackets vs
Anthony Wayne Lady GeneralsYoum Association Games in between
H S Y College games3 30 PM Bowling Green
Lady Falcons vs. Kent State Golden FlashesCome see the games, because Soccer is a kick
In the graaal
^^^^^^^^^

LOST & FOUND

PERSONALS

T SHIRTS T-SHIRTS T-SHIRTS
PI KAPPA PHI PUSH SHIRTS
ON SALE IN THE UNION OVAL
ALL WEEK ONLY 7 DOLLARS

• * ' UAA EXTERN EXPERIENCE * * '
Students who want lo gain valuable experience
m their working fields and meet prospective
employers How? By participating In the January Extemship Jan 2-5 1990 Applications
are available in the College Offices and at the
M4eti Alumni Center For more information Call
2-2701
•••EXPO'88"" EXPO •89"* EXPO'89
Come and invest your time toward a
new beginning at

Tuesday. October 10. 1989 2 30-6:00
Grand Ballroom. University Union
"'EXPO'89 "'EXPO'80'"EXPO $0
""ANNE WILLIAMS""
I hope you have a blast turning 21' Sorry I cant
be there to help celebrate We'l have to go out
when I get back Happy 21st Birthday Room-

JPoglfQf's
■ George's special, Taco Sub. j
SGerman Delight, vegetarian,,
J Monty, i lawallan runch.
■ Keguliir. Pizza, Turkey

AGO CHERYL BRODY AQD
Hope your as exerted for tontghtas I am <
I love my III'
Love your b*g
AQD Heather UddleAQD
Lf Heather-Get payched for tonight I can't wait
for you to |Oin our family We'll amke a great
big/hi team Love. Your Btg
AQDKIMMCLEODAQD
Tonight's the night. you» find out who I am So
get payched and have fun'TTLove Your Big'?
AGO Lf Chnsty Sweebe AGD
This week has been so herd for me not to let
you know I'm your big-Get psyched tor tonight
and welcome to the lamay' I love you Your
Big1?1'"''

AGD SHER BEAR AGO
We WILL have an AWESOME lamey'La" An
drea
AOTT ' AOTT ■ AOTT • AOTT
LorlHanrta
Happy birthday and congratulations on becom
mg fwtonens of the let AOTT pledge class1 I
know you ■ do a great job1 Have a great week
end'
Love your big heart
Susan
AOTT ' AOTT ■ AOTT ■ AOTT
AOTT * AOTT ■ AOTT • AOTT
Heather Marshall
Can I iust say that you're awesome1 Thanks lor
everything-you re the best special sister I could
ever ask for'
Love Susan
AOTT * AOTT ' AOTT * AOTT
AOTT AOTT Chns Cadden AOTT AOTT
Don't be too curious,I Know it's toughYoul
know who I am soon enough'Love* Your Secret
Panda
AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT
AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT
Jen and Pam thanks tor being the greetest &g
heart sisters
Love ya. Tncia
AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT

AGD UI Marn. Cartiff AGD
You've been waiting a* week long and finally
the time has come Tonight you'll find out who
your big is and she rant a bum I hope you're jua*
as excited as I am.So let the festivities be
gin Love your Big WWW
AGD Lll' Maggie Veverka AGO
I've had fun fooling you. but now it's hme for
you to join my I amity tor good See you tonight
Love Your Big??

AOTT* Chrla Cadden'AOTT
I am so glad your are an AOTT Your friendship
means more than the world to me Love Always Your Big Heart
Jenny
AOTTs GOOD LUCK at the Alpha Delta Pi Soft
bal Tourney"'
ATTENTION
T-ShirtSale
Mon-Thura 11 30-4 30 PM
Only $5 m the Union Oval
Sponsored by Phi Epellon Kappa

AGD PAM AGD
The night has comeThe hunt is complete! hope
tonight you will be as happy as meSo be at the
house at sevenAnd don't be lateBecause Friday
the 6th is a special date Your b<g loves you'

AXO ALPHA SIG AXO
DANA-We wil have a great time
at Alpha Sigma Phi
Beyond the Far Side'
It w-l be unlike any moisturizer
You've ever tried' 0 R

Alpha Gamma Delta
Ui Molly Hacker
Tonight's the night Welcome to the larmryLove.
your BIG
ALPHA PHI OMEQA
Sweetest Day Flower Sale
Mon Oct 2 - Fri Oct 6
Math Science Bldg . 10 30am-2 30pm
We writ deliver (lowers anywhere
on campus Fri Oct 20
ORDER YOUR FLOWERS TODAY!'"

AGO AGD ' ' Lit' ROSE ■ • AGO AGO
I hope your as excited as I am thai your my (title
Get psyched for a great year'Your Big Loves
YOUII
Big Donna

AXO -ALPHA SK3 AXO
BETA RYAN BETA
Hey Rob "Delta Zeta voyage is almost here and Saturday
at 7 00 our destination is clear You and me wJI
travel the seaswrth all the other Delta Ztee s •
Love. Moty1

continued on pg. 8

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St. • Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa

9.00 - 4:30

Phone 352-9378

9 & 12 month Leases Available

Monday • Friday

PMtWM

PIEDMONT APTS.
PARTY ROOM FOR RENT

2 bedroom - 1 K baths
Furnished • wall lo wall carpeting.
Extra large ck)9ets - linen closet
Gas heat and cooking
Laundry areas in each building
Patio area - grills available
Sound-conditioned interior

All residents will have membership privilages to Cherrywood Health Spa

+ 1A.

Complete facilities for men and women

Mug

SERVICES OFFERED
^fV-i_nJtj-i?*

,FQQJio.s
1945 Sou* Main
■ From II AM

• Indoor Heated Pool
• New Weight Equipment
• Tanning Booth Available

lor only

s

4.00

with this coupon

352-7571

wh,i«sUppb« i*

Maybe you're ihe kind of
man we're looking for

\WTtbokinttwakw0Jodiata.

■■-

• Hydro - Spa Whirlpool
• Metro Sauna
• Complete Exercise Equipment

billed 16 oz. collector's |
MUG

Officer It's your choice

We wantyou
to go as far
asyou can,

ADPI 'JULIE SOIKA* ADPI
You've done a great job with the sottball tourney We'll have fun Saturday"
Love your Roomies

AOD ANN MARIE AGD
I'm ao proud to aay you're my imiel You're
my llretl Oat excited, for tonight you wlH
meet mel H'a worth the wait It
HINT: My roommate Is a GEEK1

BIRCHWOOD PLACE 650 SIXTH ST.

Being a Maim Com Officer can npen (he door to opportunities a Junior* win in one len-week summer MMeM and earn
you ma>ha*e thought were hewmd your reach It helped Manne more lhan $2100
■ Free civilian tying lessons
Officer Charles Bolden become a NASA astronaut And ifywi it
■ A sUTUirg salary of more (tun $20,000
willing ui make the commitment, it amid help you also Vou can
Immediaicry upon gradual* m you could become a Marine
jtel started while you're in college with our Platoon leaders
Class program You could take
advantage of gelling:
■ $100 a month while in school
■ Freshmen and Sophomores train
dunng two six-week summer ses
sions each paying more man 11200

Adoption Happrfy marhed couple ol 14 yrs We
promise your child a loving home and hnanciai
security Devoted stay at home mom. caring
dad and one big sister Al medical & Legal expenses r^dCallcoiect(*l9)fc^

AGD AGO AGO AGD AGO AGD

7

Enjoy Good Living in '89 with

I You choose the Sub • We'll fill (he Mug

| FREE DELIVERY DAILY
GSS Mini Conference-Human Rights-unions,
day care, health care, student's rights Sunday
October 22 6 30-9 00 UCF Center)Thurstm)

Adam Lenhoff
Thanks for a wonderful year' I have had the beat
times ot my lite wrth you and I'm looking forward
to many morel
Love. Stephanie

Congrats goes to AMY LECHKO lor being
UAA's SPAZ OF THE WEEKI You're a winner

REWARD * REWARD * REWARD ■ REWARD
Lost In Union 3rd Floor Men's room: Grey
micro-disc Box with all ot my homework on
the dlsca. $150.00 Reward, no questions. David Love 352-2224.

Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
Center tor Choice II
Toledo, OH 255 7769

A VERY SPECIAL THANKS TO
JENNIFER. KATHY. KIM. NANCY,
AND TERRI FOR ALL OF YOUR HELP
AT THE PUSH TOLLROADS'
-THE BROTHERS OF PI KAPPA PHI

Love ya. Angie

Lost jean jacket with keys m Brathaus on Saturday Night Please return keys to OCMB
*0388

A TO Z DATA CENTER ' 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal Ex
press. Typing. Resumes. FAX. Copies

•GAMMA PHI BETAJOYCE GILLESPIE
Congrafuarnons on your office of Parhamentarliin' Keep up the good work'

AGO AGO AGD AGD AGO AGD
'AMYRIEMERSMATomght is the night, our time has come.Tins
belittle learn is definitely number one'Hows
mat for a final dual I can't wart for tonight get
excited'Love. Your B*g"

October 6,1989

mW

To your door or in the store
FROLIC ON FRIDAY
At
A.M.A. Happy Hours
5-flpm Uptown
$1 21 years A ovar
$3 for 18-21 yrs old.

• DELTA ZETA*
Chris,
Thedays have went by fast.
Only one more day at Destination Unknown
We are going to have a blast!
So get psyched for a lot ot fun.
and hopefuay our fun times together w* have
just begun'
Michele

18 AND OVER EVERY NIGHT
Stammers Bar 16 and Over Dance Party
Mon thru Thursday $2 00
Fri 4 Sat $3 00
Over 21 FREE'

Irom 9 45am-1 30pm
Group I (Brooke's Group)meet at 10:4$ at Rec
CentarGroup III (DenisesGroup)meet at 10:45
atHayesGroup II meet at 10:45 atHayesOPEN
TO ALL!
For more Information, call Denlte at
372-6723*All groups meal at the UNION
OVAL at 1:00 prrxof Eppler Center 119 If
rainy

• AOTT DENISE AND ANN AOTT*
Thanks for al of your enthusiasm and effort
you've put into our pledge class' You're the
best!
Love. AOTT pledge class
• AOTT * AOTT' AOTT' AOTT •

' PHI MU ' STEPHANIE ROWE * PHI MU *
Happy Birthday woomaan! Hope it's a good
one! Love ya- 6na Beana

Typing
$1 35 per page
354-0371

PHI BETA SIGMA PHI BETA SIGMA
PHI BETA SIGMA PHI BETA SIGMA
PHI BETA SIGMA PHI BETA SIGMA

Found, woman's tiger eye nng Musi identify
Call 372 2665 9-5 Ask lor Connie
FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE NOW
CARRIES.
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.
BARRONS AND NAT'L BUSINESS EMPLOYMENT WEEKLY
IN ADDITION TO
THE USA TODAY

The Sisters ot Gamma Phi Beta are excited
towork with you to make our first annual
"FREEZE FRAME "phaenthrophy a success"

BGNews

THE BROTHERS
OF
KAPPA SIGMA
PROUDLY
PRESENT THE
FALL 1989
PLEDGE CLASS

Jeff King
Jerry Fork
Tony Cunningham
Brian Harootyan
Jim Pollock

John Drosos
David Lex
Bob Conley
Todd Paskiet
Todd Panella
Dave Chandler

AEKAB
Accepting applications for pilots now .Call collect 313-9737070/7501. Look for our on campus visit on October 10th.

THE BG NEWS
•

Classifieds

BGNewi October 6,19*9

continued from pg. 7

Every Mon-Frt 8-10 PM
WBQU 00.1 F M
The best in R & B. Rap and Dance Music
in Northwest Ohio
POWER 00

Buddy Bob UeQle
3*ug bugs we red. it's a night ol "Peru. "Can't
wart lor this date party cm I'm taking you' II
b/ing the Koo.-A.de'
Your DZ love. Kei

Tuesday. October 10. 1989 2 30-3:00
Grand Ballroom University Union

HOT AIR BALLOON RIDE RAFFLE
Sponsored by.
The Commuter Off-Campus Organization

Come to the Student Wellneti Center Today
'peer advising 'referrals 'speaker and presentation Into. 'Lifestyle assessments* Office Hours: Health Canter (2nd Floor).
11 am-4pm M-H; Rec Center 4-9pm M-«

GAMMA PHI BETA
PLEDGES ARE'1
GAMMA PHI BETA

Compute' Science students needed for variety
of positions for Spring 90 CaH the Co-op Of
flee 372-2451 or stop by 238 Admin tor employer information

Tickets available from October 4-11 In front of
Moseley Hall50 cent/ticket or 5 tor $2

GAMMA PHI BETA
PLEDGES ARE #1
GAMMA PHI BETA

H career drection is what you need.

GAMMA PHI'FUI
FREEZE FRAME
detail to come

Tuesday. October 10. 1989 2:30-6 00
Grand Batroom, University Union
Sponsored by
University Placement Services

DAB BEER NIGHT AT POLLYEVES
ENJOY OKTOBERFEST TONIGHT

Emerging Leaders Workshop
Who: interested Greek leaders
Whan: October 21st
Whera:3rd floor Union
Why: to learn leadership and motivational sk«s
and have lun
registration lorms available m 425 Student
Services, due October 6th

IT'S ALMOST THAT TIME AGAIN
RE-ELECT POND
POND
POND

Gal from Pittsburgh, gentleman from Soh-o intrigued by your response Please meet him in
the Yearbook section of Jerome Horary Friday
at 6 00 PM W*ing to discuss Pitts Steeiers potential

DZ ' DZ ' D2 ' DZ ' DZ
Ul Deanne and Lii Jut
Now our family is completeWlth the two to you
we can't be beat'Now that Btg-m hunt «
done.The lun has iust begun'DZ love and tons
of mine
Big Jenny
DZ UL MARGARET A UL KRISTY DZ
Limes. Littles aH around You're the best ones I
have foundNow you know that I'm the oneTogether we II have loads of tun-Especially al
"Destination Unknown"
I love my lils'Big Shannon

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
WOMEN'S
BOWUNG OCT 10. COED DOUBLES RACQUETBALL - OCT 11 ALL ENTRIES DUE BY
4:00 PM IN 108 SRC

GAMMA PHI/FUI
FREEZE FRAME
details to come

Delta Tau Delta Delta Tau Delta
ToddC AToddVV
DEMON DROP. GEMINI. MAGNUM 200
Is Sheay going to get a*.*?!" Thanks lor an
awesome time ai Cedar Point"
DG Pam and Shelley DG

UNDA. MICHELLE. AND JUl IF
Thank* lor doing, such a great job on ma
O.S E.A. showcase You guys are great'
Love. Donna

KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD

GOOD LUCK BOSU VOLLEYBALL!
You guys are awesome'
Love. Mlmi
Annette, you're awesome, tool

Happy 18th Birthday Jen Heidi
Roses are red. Volets are blue
You're the best, we love you'
Love, your roomies
HEY DEBBIE OALLAL
Where are the n«ghtgowns?We want a relund1
Hey Joe Fazek,
I'm excited (or our DZ date, so don't be
late Love Your Study Buddy

Sigma Nu-Alpha Delta
Get psyched for Saturday
Your Coaches

Norman Black
Having you here In B G In the greatest"! LOVE
YOU
Heather
NORMAN BLACK
The Brothers ol Lambda Chi Alpha wish to congratulate you on your recent election as IFMDC
President
CCCSays
"Semper Fi. Norm"
Phi Delta Theta
Tne Alpha Xls are excited lor Bam Bash cause
It's going to be great. Get psyched to play In
the hay 1
PHI DELTA THETA'' "ALPHA XI DELTA
Alpha Xla
Get ready for TONIGHTS BARN BASH!
•The Brothers ol Phi Delta Theta
PHI DELTA THETA- ■ ■ ALPHA XI DELTA
PHI DELTA THETA" 'ALPHA XI DELTA
Alpha XisGet ready lor TONIGHTS BARN BASH
-The Brothers of Phi Delta Th.t.
PHI DELTA THETA' "ALPHA XI DELTA
PHI TAU
ATHLETES Ol
THE WEEK
LANCE SEYEB
8
JEFF BELL

Stammers Happy Hours
Fn - Sat 5 9
Great Specials
SPRING BREAK ' ■ Dekj«e ' student only" 5 nt
cruise from Tampa to Caribbean (teludes al
meals) Irom $449"' Cancun w air - 7 nts
$299 $549 ' • South Padre Island Condos - 7
nights Irom $ 139 " Book now- space very kmited 1 800 258 9191
SPRINGBREAK SAIUNG BAHAMAS
45ft Captained Yachts
Groups Of Eight
Seven Days Barefoot In The Bahamas
$455 00 pp Al Accommodation & Meals
SPRINGBREAK HOTUNE
1 800-999 7245
SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BURGER KINO
SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BURGER KING
SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BURGER KING
The Brothers ol DELTA TAU DELTA are proud
to congratulate SHANE YATES on his acceptance to me OMKi State s hool of Medicine
The Brothers of Phi Kappa Pal congratulate
Greg Gascon...on Ins avakenng to Tracy
Streeter of PI Beta Phi Way to go Greg '
The Sisters ol Alpha Phi would Ike lo congratulate Kim Goktaberry. Kelly Gray. Mlcnele
Mugnano and Karen Radlinskl for being chosen
among top 10 lor Homecoming Beat of luck to
you all
THERE IN TO PRIME TIME'S.
BOSU HOMECOMING - OCTOBER 9-14
VOTE POND
POND
POND

Pi Phi/Phi Psi Softball TEam.
You guys are great' Keep it up' Lei's go al the
way'
Love. The Pi Phis

Big Shetia your little loves you1''
-Fnends Forever
Ul Dianne

Greek Leaders
P—r Mentor Applications Now Available
-pear mentors are needed lor the Emerging
Leaders Workshop Ocl 21st
-apply by October 6th m 425 Student Services

SIG EP Todd Krombrink SIG EP
Get psyched lor Sal night We're going to have
a blast Since our DZ destination is unknown,
who knows where we'I go? Can't wart until Saturday!1
Your DZ date.
Dee Zee Karen Dee Zee

Nat. Jen-Jen. Lothes. Lisa, Amy and JM.I miss
you guys' Should we go lor another Thursday
nlgMTLova. Heather

KD ' CHAUNTEL PETERS ■ KD
Congratulations on your surprise engagement
to Chad Black!
Love m AOT. Your Sisters

GOGO DANCER!!
Great lor any kind of party
Sensual entertainment but respectable
For more Information call 353-9035

KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD
Kevin Matthew and Dennis Stabler
Get ready 'or a great time at dale party Saturday
night! We can't wart'
Your DZ Dates. Ul and Gins
LIL' AMY HOLEYou may be leekng down
You may be feeling blue
The teats are almost over
And your friends are here tor you
Look forward to a great weekend once we're
both done wrth exams1 Keep your chm up and
don't let It gat you down"
LOVE, EMILY

It's All Here

in

POWER 88
YOUR ONLY ALTERNATIVE FOR SOUL RAP
ANO YOUR FAVORITE DANCE MUSIC
WBGU 88 1 MON-FRI8 10PM
POWER 88

QUESTION
What would one wear to an
EARLY ROMAN WEAR PARTY
A Gladiator Attire
B Nothing cause cloth waa scarce *i Earty
Roman Era
C Anything from the J Caesar collection
D TOGA
ANSWER D TOGA
Grab a sheet ol your bed. it doesn't have to be
clean and loin DRY DOCK lor It's Earty Roman
Wear Party this Saturday 9-1 AM In Harshman
Quad

SHAGGY TINKER
I have your rubber chicken II you want to see
your rubber chicken alive again, you wM pay me
6 bottles ol beer or the equivalent mindaltenng
substance. This is your only warning"
Your Cupid Hero

For quick quality and inexpensive graphic arts services
see

UniGraphics
aBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBaiaaaa 07 **—•'«*, &"*— —•% <■.....

Sk) Ep Pi Phi Sig Ep
S*g Eps a Pikes
We are excited lor our grafittl tea FrtdaylLove,
the PI Phis

372-7418
IS M.' s

VOTE.

POND
POND
POND

ZEPPELIN ' WHO ' DOORS ' FLOYD ' YES
Classic Flashback-Every Friday Night
10 PM-12 Midnight 88 1 WBGU
Request Line 372-2826
Jam Master Steve Higgms

PUSH T-SHIRTS PUSH T-SHIRTS
ARE ON SALEI
CALL 354-7034
(ASK FOR PHIL GANZ)
PUSH T-SHIRTS PUSH T-SHIRTS

REBECCA LEANN PfltCE-Thank you lor this
peat month It has been the best' May we have
many more together -Michael

Black & White.
211 West Hall

POND
POND
POND

Discover "EXPO 1009"

Gamma Phi/FUl
FREEZE FRAME
details lo come

DAVEHOLDSWORTHY
Congratulations
on your pearling to
JACKIE JANAS
From your Brothers ol Phi Kappa Tau

EVA
Bobby Kennedy says to call me
353-7900

Honor Student Association
Activities Committee Keep up the hard work
and enthusiasm1 You're doing a GREAT
K*' Bob. Janet, and Tand.
Want to join the action? Call the Honors Office
2 8504 and pel mvorved

FRIDAY "HAPPY HOUR"
3PM - 9PM
LEGAL JOINT 1.00
KAMIKAZI.75
SCHNAPPS .50
PITCHERS —
ATBRATHAUS

"EXPO 1989"
.

Hay. Phi Delta!
Gat psyched for the softbal tourney on Saturday Kick butt!
Love. Your ADPi coaches.
Rhonde. Leann. and Came

Friday and Saturday 2-7 Happy Hours
25 Hot Dogs at
Quarters Cate

COOPS. INTERNSHIPS AND FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENI

H'a almost that lima again
REELECT

Hey Mary Zabo
Get psyched for date party1
Love-Your Roomies

The Professional Business Fraternity
wuutu iiittt ro cu'iyiuiufijitj

buBfoOuntn

JetlUeek

.ynnCorMuzi Carls OsAnosb

Bam War

lust Fuh«r

J<n« Lsscynsta

ParrW'W
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HsMisr Null
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;h*3Ream

OlwMlRott
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fossa Taylor

Sam Sanoreki

Gratehan Thomas

Tracy Ware
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Need a live-in sitter from Oct 12 throuogh Oct
29 Hours needed are In the am 'a to gel 2 kids
off lo school ft afternoons when they get home
Please call 352-1234. after 9PM tor more information
Order takers Earn up to $200 per week' Working part time hours for lull time pay 93pm
evenings 4-9pm
Everyone welcome
352-3668
Young's News Stand - part-time immediate
position $3 50 per hour Apply in person to
178S. MainSt. Bg

FOR SALE

1983 Mazda GLC Custom L 4-dr Sedan in
good cond 5 Sod . AC. AM/FMCasa .noruat
Cal 352-2799 and Leave message on recorder

WANTED
1 Female nonsmoking roommate needed to
ahare 1 bedroom Village Green Apt Call Karen
at 354 6824
1 female roommate needed to ahare 2 bedroom
apt with 3 females fall and/or spring semester
Close lo campus
Call 354-4855 or
3536030
1 female roommate to take over Spring semester lease-live with two other girls at Piedmont
Apts -Can move in after finals Call Melissa at
354-7142
1 male needed to sublease tor spnng 90
SMO/mo Call 354-5929 Ask lor Todd
1 non- smoking female to sublease spring Own
room, one Nock from campus Ca* 353-7531.
1 or 2 subleaaers for Spring 89. cheap I bdrm.
apt. close to campus on S College-heat Included cal after 5pm 354-6723
Helpl I'm graduating In December and need a
female rmt to take my place tor Spring semester Furn apt 15-10 min from campus Air
cond, laundry. a pool Call 354 5355

Heeding to noil your house? Family wants to
purchase house by June 1990 Cal 354-2079
and let us know.
We need two nonsmoking females to aubteaae
apt for Spring '90 semester' Unfurnished apt .
air cond . laundry, and reasonable rent' Call
Amy or Uaa at 353-5729(atter 5:00).

05 lord Escort 4 door 4 speed low miles very
clean Must se*' Any offer over $2000 considered Call874 895/
DECORATIVE wreath sale
655-3248 8484 Huffman

October 6 ft 7.

Eptphone 12 string guitar
hke new * $175 or trade
353-7868
For Safe a pair of brand new Liguid Cooled
Acoustic speaking with bunt m equalizer Retail
tor $400 will sell for $350 neg Erie 354-4553
Honda F7500 Motorcycle, exceeent cond
$700 00 or best otter Call354-8516
POOL TABLE
(BAR SIZE)
Bella, sticks ft new felt
353-5854

FOR RENT
2 bedroom unfurnished apartment available
now
Village Green Apartments
Call
354-3533
Apt. for sublease. Spring Sem for 1 or 2 people Completely furnished EXTREMELY close
lo campus1 Good view CaJIJim 353-91 70
Nearly new large 2 bdrm. 1 1/2 baths, unfum
apt Stove, refng ft dishwasher included Available now starring at $410/month
Call John Newtove Real Estate 354-2260
Need a different apartment? Want to We offcampus? We have an opening for a male roommate at 521 E Merry Immediate occupancy as
weH as Spring semester Call 353-8388

HELP WANTED
COOK NEEDED
Apply at Sam B's
146N Main St
2-4pm
Help Wanted
PERSONAL FITNESS TRAINER/ Workout
companion for 36 yr old male Sotoflex. free
weights, gen fitness No Prev. experience expected, ra flexible, wages negotiable Sand
Into including hrty wage expectations to Box
454. BG, Oh 43402

EXTRA SAUCE
THICK CRUST
(JUST ASK WHEN ORDERING)

SAVE »

TWO MEDIUM
PIZZAS
Cheese & 1 Item

$735
[OSSiml .*-. CM, 1.10 Con.. W. Haasi!
No Other Coupon With This Otter

°**»E«" EXP 10-31-M M-1.S0

A*A

LANDSCAPE LABOR NEEDED
Apply PO Box 655
Bowling Green OH 43402

Wmthrop Terrace Apartments are now taking
applications for our efficiency apartments tor
the current and spring semesters leases Three
great locations, heat included, maintenance.
laundry, etc Cal at 352-9135 or come to 400
Napoleon Rd
Wmthrop Terrace Apartments has 1 and 2 bedroom apartments available as weH as efficiency
apartments Also taking applications for current
and spring semester leases Three great locations, heat included, mamtence, Laundry, etc.
Cal 352 9135 or come to 400 Napoleon Rd

A*A >

-»

Fast Free
Delivery

353-0044

VOTED THE BEST PIZZA IN B.G.

For more information please call
the Alpha House 372-2456
Scott Coleman 372-5890 or
Jameel Radford 372-3248
A*A

Help Wanted experienced cooka and waitresses for 1st ft 2nd shifts Apply in person al
Denny's N Baltimore

1983 Camaro Bertmetta 5 Speed, sun Roof,
newpoint and more 4.200 Ask for Amy
353 8386

Bowling
Green
1045 N. Main St.

Auditions will be held in the N.E. Commons every
Tuesday and Thursday begining October 10 from
6:00 - 8:00p.m. Please be prompt.

1A*A

EXTRA INCOME Set sexy Wigene from fullcolor catalogs Write Barclays. Box 23405,
Waco. TX 76702

fllarco's Pizza

BLACK AND GOLD
PAGEANT

< A*A

Experienced farm boy for Fa* harvest with in 3
mfteeof BG Cat. 686 4651

■

Any minority female interested in trying out for the

<
ft

EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE
FULL-TtME ft PART-TIME
DURING BOSU CLASSES
Our company is seeking employees to perform
unskiied light production work Flexible hours
around class schedules can be arranged Plant
location Is only 2 blocks from BGSu campus The rate of wage is $3 35 per hour M interested call the company office at 354-2644
or pick-up application at Advanced Speciality
Products. Inc . 428 Ctough Street. Bowling
Green. Ohw

"OUARTERS" HAPPY HOURS
FRIDAV 4-9 at OUARTERS

the copy center
Open 7 Days
354-3977
113 Railroad

Recruitment, selection, employment and training of apprentices is done without discrimination due to race, religion, color, national origin or sex

1976 Firebird AM.'FM Cassette New tires.
good engine Must sell S950 Please call
288-2336

kinko'r

Fall 1989 Pledges

Wl Bad*

Laser
Typesetting

The Toledo Electrical Jomt Apprenticeship and
Training Committee will be accepting appWcafions for apprenticeship from November t.
1889 through November 17, 1M9. AppWca
tions will be available at the Apprenticeship
Training Canter. 803 Ume City Road, Rosalord, Ohio (behind Local 8) from 1:00 p.m. to
3:00 p.m. on the hour. Monday through Friday
It you are at least 18 years of age. have successfully completed one year ol h*gh school algebra or a post rugh school algebra course,
have a high school diploma or GED and are m
good health, you Qualify lo apply for said Program YOU MUST APPLY IN PERSON.

"QUARTERS" HAPPY HOURS
FRIDAY 4-9 AT QUARTERS

Male roommate wanted for Spring semester
$143 75/month-Haven House 1-800-0321
or 372-7582

Delta Sigma Pi

ELECTRICIANS
APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
(Men ft Women)

■ --.

CARRYOUr & DFI 'VI ' Y

'! ■■

SAVE«

SINGLE
LARGE PIZZA
Cheese & 2 Items

$645
ORIGINAL OR PAN PIZZA
> AdOWonal rtem Only 76
• No Other Coupon With ThM Offer
EXP 10-3H9

M-2.00

I
I
I
I
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From the Street
What characteristics do you look for in a possible mate or date?

Trent Ejzak, senior business marketing
major from Worthington. Ohio: "I look
for someone that you can trust and who
has a good sense of humor. Somebody
you can depend on in times of need
who's forgiving. Also, somebody to party
with on weekends who won't spend a lot
of money."

Meg Bailey, junior psychology major
from Akron, Ohio: " They have to be
nice and have a good sense of humor, be
different from everybody else, and of
course, good looking and tall."

Dennis Anthony, freshman business
major from Orchard Park, New York: "/
look for a trusting person who motivates
me and likes outdoor activities, such as
hiking and mountain climbing. Also, a
great body and good looks help."

Kristen Petersen, junior elementary education major from North Canton,
Ohio: "Honesty, open communication,
and a hot body, they definitely need
those qualities. A sense of humor is also
a plus along with a desire to live life in
the fast lane, to be a rebel."

RAs more than just authority figures
by Frank Esposito

Dorm life has its ups and downs.
Each dorm has its own peculiar twists,
its own idiosyncrasies. But in dorms
across campus, there is one soothing
constant, one thing that every resident
can bank his vampiric bursar's bill on.
Namely, the presence of those omnipresent overlords of dorm life, the
campus kings and quad queens known
as resident advisers or more commonly, RAs.
University policy requires that every
student must live on campus during his
or her first two years. This makes
interaction with an RA a foregone conclusion. They are there to enforce
dorm rules and (idealistically) create a
more comfortable enviroment for their
residents. The relationship between an
RA and his or her residents can make
the difference between a blissful dorm
atmosphere and a hostile war zone
where a lack of toilet paper can lead to

Wrestlemania.
Brad Funkhouser, senior social studies major, is in his third year as an RA
in Darrow Hall. He said he is one of
only a dozen RAs on campus who are
in their third year. "The biggest obstacle with residents is establishing a trust
bond. It's the hardest thing to establish
and the easiest thing to go...it can
range from going to the RA for a
simple problem to trusting the RA with
a serious personal matter," he said.
Joey Buchler, sophomore international studies major and first-year RA
in Batchelder Hall, said the first obstacle she had to overcome was being perceived by her residents as an authority
figure. "At first, they were apprehensive of how I was going to react to certain situations...now they're in and out
of my room all the time."
The role of the RA is also subject to
interpretation. Funkhouser said he believes his job has two main facets, administrative and student-oriented.

"One can't work without the other,"
he said. "You can have great administrative work but terrible rapport with
your residents...it takes a lot of realization and balance."
But what about the residents themselves? How do they feel about these
brave souls who attempt to blend the
roles of cop and confidant?
"The RA should be there for his residents and get stuff going. We've
already had some good athletic things
going this year," Mike Shemmel,
sophomore sports management major
and Darrow Hall resident, said. "My
RA doesn't push his power around at
all."

classes starting up again and all the
other new guys to deal with, but after
that he was much more accessible."
Tracy Tapp, senior health care administration major, said she believes
RAs should "provide a sense of community in the hall" and that her opinion of RAs is changing as time goes by.
"At first, 1 thought of RAs as authority figures, but now I see them as peers.
They're not the police."

Derek Wolfgram, freshman psychology major and also a Darrow resident, said he believes one of the RA's
primary roles is "to help freshmen get
into the college-life thing. My RA was
really busy earlier in the year, with

"Some (residents) trust you because
of the title. Some shun you because of
the title." Funkhouser said. "This job
can't be done perfectly...I'm basically
just a student who likes to organize."

Tapp also said problems arise when
RAs don't do their jobs. "It irritates
me when the RA's not around when
you need them...I've had some RAs
who weren't even friendly."
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Domestic violence victims speak out
by Donna Sharper
Editor's note: The following report
tells the stories of two women who
were battered by their boyfriends.
They ha ve requested anonymity and
fictitious names will be used to represent them.
A recent prime-time television movie
depicted the real-life story of a couple
whose happy marriage turned into domestic violence.
At the end of the movie, "A Cry for
Help: The Tracey Thurman Story,"
the wife was stabbed 13 times and left
paralyzed. Her imprisoned husband
vowed that he would finish the job if
he was released on parole. He is eligible
in 1991. According to a survey provided by First Step, a domestic violence
shelter, 50 to 60 percent of the 47 million couples in the United States have
had at least one violent incident, and
10 to 25 percent suffer violence as a
common occurrence.
Furthermore, 40 percent of female
homicide victims are killed by their
husbands or boyfriends, according to
FBI reports.
Two women have agreed to tell their
stories of domestic violence and have
both lived in a shelter for battered
women for the past two weeks. Tracy,
26, and Shelly, 21, live in First Step, a
domestic violence shelter.
Shelly said she met her boyfriend,
who was 10 years older, after high
school. People had told her he was not
good for her but she said she did not
want to listen. "When you're in love,
you don't want to listen to anyone."

They began living together, which
she said "was wonderful, everything I
could ever want." However, "he was
an alcoholic and I know now that (was)
the problem." Shelly said he was a
functioning alcoholic, which means
one would only know he was an alcoholic when seeing him drinking.
He only hit her when he was drinking. Shelly said she was hit quite often,
but there was no set time; a month or a
week could go by then he would beat
her again.
The beating went in a cycle. Shelly
said. First tension would build, then
the violent act would occur followed by
what she called the honeymoon stage.
The honeymoon stage could last a
day, a year or two hours, she said.
"It's the stage when you believe him so
much. They need you, want you...
can't live without you and you get
caught up in the same old line because
you want to believe it." Then the tension would begin again.
"It was confusing for me because I
thought, is this any way to show that
you love someone?"
Shelly said her boyfriend told her no
one would ever love her and that she
was ugly, fat, and stupid. "I had no
self esteem whatsoever. He made me
feel like nothing." Tracy lived in a
different situation. She said her boyfriend rarely ever beat her but he
abused her emotionally and psychologically. "He had me brainwashed that
I was worthless...he convinced me that
I was lucky to have him." Tracy said
the mental anguish surpassed the physical pain because it was constant.

"Whenever something went wrong it
was my fault, never his fault. It came
to the point that I was going crazy because he always expected something
from me and didn't know what it
was."
"You feel like you're on edge all the
time. You never know what will set
them off," she said. "I learned not to
talk and just go along with whatever he
said."
He made her feel like she was failing
in her responsibilities to him. She said
he had the attitude of, "I'm supporting
you so I expect certain things from
you."
He tried to control her all the time b)
controlling the money. He would
blame her for not paying the bills, yet
he never let her have enough money.
She said he would also control her by
making her have sex, isolating her by
leaving her in their apartment out in
the country for a couple of days,
whether or not she had food to eat, and
not allowing her to have any friends.
He even got her fired from two of
her jobs. She said he would go to her
job all the time or tell her he needed her
to stay at home to help with his business. This caused her to eventually get
fired because he was her only means of
transportation.

Great college football action all
afternoon

SUNDAY-

NFL action all afternoon

* Rasberry Jam performing Fri., Sat., and Sun. night

893 S. Main

Upon arriving at the shelter, she said
she had two black eyes and her upper
lip was so swollen she could not
breathe through her nose. After two
weeks being in the shelter, her black
eyes have disappeared but she still has
the bruises.
She decided to leave her boyfriend
during the last beating. Shelly said
something clicked in her mind — he
was going to kill her. "I ran down the
street and he chased me with the pool
stick. I asked the neighbors to get my
kids and I called the police."
Shelly said she asked herself,
"Who's to say I won't die in my sleep
because he comes home drunk one
night and stabs me? I finally realized
that I needed some help for me and my
kids."
■ See Violence, page 12.

If you can identify this
object, you could win a Sis
gift certificate from Quarter's
Cafe. 1414 E. Woosier. tnoes
not include lax. gratuity, or
alcoholic beverages).
Drop your answers in ihe
cniry box located in the BG
News editorial office. 214
West Hall
Entries are due each
Thursday. 5 p.m. The
winning entry will be named ai
lhal lime. If more than one
correct entry is received, a
drawing will be held lo
determine the winner.
Employees of BGSU Student
Publicaiions are noi eligible

Last week's winner was
Katherlne Spiller, who
correctly identified the object
as newborn mice.
For great food and drinks it's
perfectly clear lhat Quarters Cafe
is the right choice.

1414 E. wooster Bowling Green. OH
353-8735

ENTRY FORM

MONDAY NIGHT- Raiders vs Jets
-NOJukebox-

Gamers

Shelly said this need and want made
her stay even through the beatings her
boyfriend gave her when he was drunk.
"He tried to suffocate me once (and)
he tried to drown me once in a baby
bassinet." She said he also dragged
and kicked her.

What is it?

GAMERS FOOTBALL
WEEKENDS

SATURDAY-

Just like Shelly's boyfriend, Tracy's
boyfriend would tell her how much he
needed her and she said she wanted to
believe him. "I wanted to feel like I
was needed and wanted."

3540016

Name
Address
Phone Number.
What is it?
Return lo lid ,\c\vs lxiiioh.il offit c. JI4 West I hill. HtiSl'
Employees of BOSH student Publicaiions are noi eligible
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The stages of ending a relationship
by Chuck Travis

ing realization that things will never be
the same again.
Characteristically these feelings lead
to a lack of self-care such as missing
meals, lack of sleep and social withdrawal. There is also a sense of panic
that envelops the individual. They will
try to bargain the relationship back by
making unrealistic pledges and promises of compromise, without remembering how bad the present relationship is making them feel.
Relationships, whether good or bad,
represent security and stability in life
and the threat of losing one can induce
panic in a person.
Although one person usually decides
to end the relationship, both parties
have unconsciously and consciously
shaped the decision to do so and they
both to some extent will experience
"withdrawal" symptoms.
The decision to end a relationship is
not an easy one and typically occurs
when one person in the relationship is
entering a new developmental stage before the other.
When the end of the relationship hits
home and there is no illusion left about
it being over, the mourning period can
begin along with the healing process.
Emotional reactions such as depression and anger are natural at this stage.
Crying bouts are an outward expression of depression and grief and should
not be repressed. This is the body's
way of grieving.
The more feelings one gets released,
whether it is through talking with
friends or concentrating on keeping
one's schedule busy, the quicker the
wounds of a broken heart, mind and
soul will start to heal.
Anger is most often expressed
through blaming. There is much blaming of others, such as his or her friends.

Breaking up can be a very painful
experience, especially when you are the
person being left behind. Bui for both
parlies involved in a breakup there are
natural reactions to loss that are experienced and emotional backlashes
which must be lived through.

For every breakup there seems to be
a series of stages that occur. Mental
health clinicians who study such breakups have created a stages of loss model
based on Kubler-Ross's studies of dying patients described in her book On
Death and Dying.
The stages center primarily around
emotional processes that are concerned
with the ideas of loss, denial, mourning, resolution and the reclaiming of
the self. Not all stages are passed
through in a certain order, nor are they
all necessarily needed. The way a person recovers from a loss is very much a
relative and subjective experience.
The roots of a break-up usually are
growing long before they become evident. People change unconsciously and
these changes do not usually register on
a conscious level until some time later.
Denial is the most common reaction to
unwanted change, and denial is usually
the first stage one passes through when
faced with the truth of an imminent
loss.
This first stage encompasses both the
denial of the break :up and the bargaining that occurs when one is experiencing desperation as a result of the dawn-
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Large 2 Item Pizza

*5.95
only at

MARK'S PIZZA
I EXPIRES 10 31/89

I

I
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etc. Finding fault with the self is part
of this and all the past failures and
shortcomings of one's past resurface
like sharks ready to devour the person's vulnerable ego.
It is important to remember that
hindsight is always 20-20, and to analyze personal faults over and over can
set a person up for a lot of unnecessary
guilt. Because this can be a dangerous
stage, it is one that must be passed
through with a sense of perspective and
support from friends and others.
One can become trapped in a wallow
of self-pity or ascribe the loss of a relationship to some character flaw. It is
important to keep in mind that past actions cannot be changed and that you
cannot please others all of the time.
These feelings do not represent a
personality disorder and should be
treated as natural reactions to a break
up, but they must be dealt with with a
sense of self-honesty for in the end the
only person that will be fooled is the
self.
Resolution of a break up usually begins with the reclaiming of the self
apart from the "other." One begins to
see the self as separate from the other.

The ending of a relationship represents
a crumbling of structures which have
represented a bonding between two
people.
Feelings of being out of sorts, mood
swings and bizzare behaviors are the
mind's way of reclaiming the self and
are natural. One becomes aware of
how much a part of the selPs personality was given away to the relationship.
This stage is an invitation to change.
A repossession of the self through exploring old pre-relationship interests
can now be resumed.
"Letting go" is a process by which
the self is reclaimed but it is important
that one be aware that there is no clear
cut boundary by which one can
measure the letting go of a relationship. Letting go involves regaining the self-identity, apart from the
other person and this can take some
time and should be approached on a
day-to-day basis.
Remember, the more that is regained
of the lost self, the easier it becomes to
let go, but the emotional significance
of the other person is something which
will always carry some value to the self
whether it be positive or negative.

INDOOR SOCCER LEAGUE
IF INTERESTED PLEASE FILL OUT FORM AND SEND TO: HANCOCK
RECREATIONAL CENTER, 3430 N. MAIN ST., FINDLAY, OHIO 45840
NAME
AGE
ADDRESS
PHONE.
CITY. ST..
□ W-AYER
1 COACH
1 BOTH
W^i«SSSaWH555Hi
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NTSA helps form 'extended family'
by Robert Wagner
College is a place for growing up,
meeting new friends and sharing the
experiences of a lifetime. For traditional students who live on or near
campus, those experiences are easily attainable, but for non-traditional students it is a more difficult task.
Non-traditional students include
those who have been away from school
for a while or have already started families of their own.
Their homes, more often than not,
are far away from the University.
Vicki Dutton, president of the NonTraditional Student Association, said
some non-traditional students commute from as far away as Marion and
Carey.
Dutton, who commutes from Findlay, Ohio, said "NTSA is more than a
support group," and that nontraditional students often meet in the
Off-Campus Student Center, located
in the basement of Moseley Hall, to
talk or wait for a fellow student who
they commute with.
Because non-traditional students
sometimes live farther away or have
more responsibilities, they have little
time to get to know on-campus students, Dutton explained.
Age differences may cause some students to feel initially out of place in a
classroom setting with students who
are much younger than them.
Mike Ross, junior Asian studies
major, said "I don't feel bad (about
being older), because in most of my
classes, I'm not the oldest student."
Ross, who is 27, said he believes
social barriers between traditional and
non-traditional students can be overcome. "But I don't think I'd think of
having a serious relationship with a girl
in one of my classes, because they're so
much younger than me."
Ross also said he believes there is a
stigma involved in being labeled a
"commuter or non-traditional student.
"I used to see that (label) as being
negative, but now I look at it as being a
positive label, because non-traditional
students seem to be more serious about
their studies and are more apt to help
each other out with their studies or
problems at school or at home," Ross
said.
He said NTSA helps dilute that label
by acting as "an extended family,
closer-knit than what you'd find in a
dorm atmosphere where maybe only
your roommate and neighbor are your
friends."
Mindy Dyer, sophomore social work
major, has two young children at home
and commutes from Carey, Ohio.
"I don't get to know as many people
here (on campus) as if I lived here, because I'm not able to attend some of
the extra-curricular activities and participate in the traditional college life,"
she said.
Dyer also said it is hard sometimes
for her children to understand her life
away from home. "I was home all the
trmeforiwwyears; and my ¥«*» knew"

Friday/Greg Horvalh
Noo-Traditioaal Student Association treasurer Cheryl Lyons jungles parenting and school
with her son /.ic. Cheryl and Zac often spend time together in the Horary or at the recreation center.

that mom was always around. Sometimes, my little boy will say things like
'Mom, don't go to school, stay home
today.'"
She regrets not being able to spend
as much quality time with her children
but said "My decision to go to college
will benefit them eventually."
Michelle Rister, sophomore elementary education major who commutes

from Findlay, said "My friends on
campus can't be my best friends, because there is not enough time to get to
know them as well as I could if I lived
on campus.
"Sometimes, I get left out of things
that my on-campus friends do, because
they assume I won't have the time since
I also work 40 hours a week," Rister
said.

She also said the non-traditional
students at the Off-Campus Student
Center are "like a family and support
each other through their problems."
"Vicki Dutton (who she commutes
with) is like my mother. She fulfills
that role and cheers me up when I'm
having a bad day."
Sandy Haas, senior business major,
also commutes from Findlay where she
lives with her 17-month-old daughter.
Haas said, "Some of my older
friends weren't able to accept the fact
that I'm a single mother," because of
this my new friends at NTSA "have
been my salvation.
"I have better, closer friends from
NTSA than I've had in a long time...
and I'm more able to relate to them,
because many of them are mothers and
are more on my level than any of my
other friends."
Dutton, junior history education
major and mother of one teenage boy
and a daughter in college, said even
though she is 38, she has no problem
relating to her younger classmates.
"I'm used to being around teenagers,
and I look at my classmates as I do my
daughter's friends."
Dutton also said a married person
with children who decides to come
back to college really needs the support
of a spouse. "My husband told me I
was wasting myself being a houswife
and gave me the support I needed when
I went back to school."
She said now that she is working
toward a degree her children respect
her more and are proud of her accom■ Sec Commuters, page 6.

PROCTER & GAMBLE
JUST ONE ...
Only OAK consumer products company has been recognized as superior in all ihese surveys:
Fortune magazine's "America's Top 10 Most Admired Corporations"
...Mack Enterprise magazine's "a»s Best Places for Blacks to Work"
Savvy magazine's "Best Corporations For Success Based on Merit not Gender "
The company: Procter A Gamble
The reason: People
"...the key to our past success ami unquestionably the key tit our
future success lies in our anility to attract ana' keep jtofM/f>eof>fe
In view of this single minded focus on hiring and developing good people, shouldn't you consider applying
to rYoctCf & Gamble? Management Systems leads in the development and application of Information, communication and quantitative systems throughout Procter & (iambic.
We seek top BS. MS and MBA graduates in the fields of Management Information Systems. Computer Science.
F.nginccring. Math, Operations Research and other analytical disciplines to achieve this objective Your
opportunity is immediate — we provide early, meaningful responsibility, thorough training and assignments
with outstanding professionals who consider your dcvcl4>pmcnl a major responsibility Avsuming good performance, your 4>pportunity is long-term — P&G promotes strictly from within based on the results you
achieve. Starting salaries are competitive. Benefits, including Profit Sharing, rank among the very top in I'.S.
industry

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS DIVISION
PROCTER & GAMBLE
Open House
Monday, October 9th
•:•* - 9:00 pan
University Placement Office Conference loo.
Representatives will also be available at the
Career Expo to discuss career opportunities
In Management Systems Division.
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What men and women really want
by Gina Harlman
What do you look for in a mate?
It is a good question, one that has
undoubtedly been the topic of more
than one late-night conversation.
Surprisingly, the University students
who were asked the same question
seemed to have a good idea of what
they were looking for in the opposite
sex.
In order to obtain a fairly even cross
section of opinion, I asked five women
and five men to evaluate their wants,
needs and interests in regards to selecting their ideal mate.
To make this survey even more accurate, the ten people polled here represent several different class standings
in a wide variety of major fields of
study. This was a deliberate effort to
see how attitudes might change from
class to class or maybe even from
major to major.
At any rate, the similarities and/or
differences in opinions between men
and women may surprise you.
Chad Davis, a sophomore business
major, commented on the initial meeting phase of any new relationship.

" I like it when a girl is able to come
up and talk to you," he said. "I don't
like it when girls keep to themselves
and their girl group. I don't like having
to feel like I have to go up and talk to
the girl first all the time."
Senior graphic design major, Tamara Sibert had more to say on personality.
"I like someone who has an open
mind and a wide scope of interests,"
she said, "And a good sense of humor
is a must. I like guys who can be responsible and serious about their priorities, but at the same time can also be
spontaneous."
Physical appearance, according to
many students, is only important at
first.
Steve Lavinski, junior visual communications technology major said,
"The first thing 1 look for obviously is
appearance, someone who is welldressed and nice-looking. But if she
doesn't have brains, then the relationship is a dead-end. 1 need more
stimuli than just looks."
Melissa Hadder, sophomore journalism major, seems to agree.
"I can't denv thai aesthetic beauty

isn't important, but a sense of humor is
what makes me want to stay with a person for more than a week," she said.
"I hate it when a man isn't able to relax. Men complain that every woman
they meet wants to have a relationship,
so when they meet someone who has a
casual attitude, they freak out."
People who put on a false front also
seem to be generally disliked by most
students.
Senior radio television and film
major Matt Munneke said, "I am interested in someone who is loyal, goalminded and has a direction in life. 1
hate it when you think someone is
something they are not. I have a hard
time trusting people after that."
Natalie Eggleton, a junior psychology major, said she looks for confidence.
"Someone that likes to have fun, but
doesn't carry it too far," she said. "I
like a guy who knows what he wants
and realizes the college life isn't going
to last forever."
Ambition, along with confidence is
also very important, according to Dave
Steinbrunner, a mathematics graduate
assistant.

ATTENTION
STUDENT
HOCKEY FANS
BELOW ARE PROCEDURES FOR ATTAINING
YOUR HOCKEY TICKETS
PLEASE READ!
1.

Tickets may be picked up starting at 9:00 a.m. at the Memorial Hall Ticket
Office on Monday the week of each home game.

2.

No more than one-half of the student allotment will be distributed on
Monday. The remaining one-half will be distributed on Tuesday starting at
9:00 a.m.

3.

The distribution of tickets will continue until the student allotment has been
exhausted.

4.

Students will need to show their validated student ID to pick up a ticket and
each student can only pick up one ticket for each home game.

5.

Students will need to show their ID with the ticket at the gate on
game nights.

HOME FALCON HOCKEY VS. NORTHERN MICHIGAN
NEXT FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Brown and Orange scrimmage tomorrow night 7:30 - FREE ADMISSION.
".v<*>\Vfl«OX\\\\\^^

"I like someone I can feel comfortable with," he said, "Someone independent and career oriented. I can't
stand it when a girl makes you feel like
you have to be with her every minute.
Both parties should have outside interests to bring into the relationship. That
really helps strengthen the bond."
Freshman nursing major Erika
Brown said she avoids conceited men.
"I don't like guys who talk about
t hemselves a lot," she said. " I li ke a
guy who is sincere and cares about
what I'm feeling. Someone that is interested in what I'm doing. Two people
should be different so that they are
able to learn from each other."
Obviously, those who are considerate of other people's feelings are regarded highly by most students. Selfcentered individuals may find themselves alone more these days.
Mathematics graduate assistant Nina
Blumenthal said, "I want my mate to
be sensitive and caring, and to be supportive of my social and career activities. I like someone who can make me
relax and enjoy life even when my own
problems seem overwhelming."
Perhaps one of the more straightforward answers came from freshman
Gregg Wurgler, undecided major.
"I like someone who is sincere, honest and gives me undivided attention,"
he said, "I hate it when a girl talks
about an ex-love or ex-boyfriend. That
really turns me off."
Apparently, students do have a
fairly well-defined idea of who they
would like to meet and possibly go out
with. From this poll, desirable traits
include confidence, sincerity, intelligence, a sense of humor and ambition.
The qualities most often avoided are
conceit, shyness and those who are inconsiderate or present a false image of
themselves.
Students often complain that they
cannot find someone they would like to
date or even spend time with. The similarities in opinion from men and
women seem to outweigh the differences by a wide margin in this article,
so I have to ask 'what's the problem?'
■ From Commuters, page 5.
plishments. "I set aside Friday night,
Saturday and Sunday for my family,
because I do all my homework during
the week, and 1 do things with them
not every parent would do to help
maintain a close relationship with
them."
Dutton said she has lost many of the
friendships she had made in groups
and organizations she was involved in
before she came back to college because of the time constraints but added
"NTSA has helped (in making up for
the losses)."
Dutton said all non-traditional students are encouraged and welcomed to
become a part of NTSA and may contact her in their office located in the
Off-Campus Student Center in the
basement of Moseley Hall.
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Pets play large part in peoples' lives
by Deborah Hippie
Pels, big or little, seem to have an
impact on the families in which they
live and add "spice" to the home.
The closeness an owner can feel for a
loved pet can begin right from the start
when that "special" dog, cat or fish is
chosen, Darla Berry, a manager at the
Wood County Humane Society, said.
According to Berry, the deciding
factor of picking out that "special" pet
depends largely on the person and the
animal. "Sometimes people pick out
cats that look like ones that they used
to have or sometimes the cat sells itself," Berry said.
Another factor in choosing a pet is
the chemistry felt between the two.
"Some just come in to the shelter and
say 'this is the one,'" she said. Mark
Ketner, veterinarian at the Midway
Animal Hospital at 19781 N. Dixie
Highway, said depending on the individual, pets literally become a part of
the family.
"If the pet dies, the whole family
will mourn as if a close family member
has died," he said. "There are even pet
cemeteries for the families to bury the
family pet."
For some people, owning a pet is
more than veterinarian bills, grocery
trips and kennels, it is an opportunity
to share memories.
Marcy Tyson, a junior child and
family services major who has a Bouvier named Vida, said it is refreshing to
come home from the University and
find that her dog misses her.
"When I come home, (Vida) sleeps
in my room, on the floor," she said.
Vida started living with Tyson during the fall of 1987, shortly after she
began attending the University. Tyson
said even though she and the dog have
not lived in the house together for
more than a month, they get along.
"It misses me when I'm not home,"
Tyson said.

D.J.'s
TAVERN
Featuring
the Greatest
in Rock-n-Roll
This Week
The SYGN'S
9 2 Thur. Fn & Sal

809 S Main

Lady, a cocker spaniel, has lived
with Linda Nusbaum, junior business
administration major, for four years.
"When I come home. Lady gets excited and runs around in a circle for 10
minutes," Nusbaum said.
According to both Tyson and Nusbaum, their pets receive a lot of loving
attention.
'' Lady gets more toys than any of us
kids ever had," Nusbaum said.
Pets have also been known to be
treated as a part of the families they
live with. Tyson said that although
Vida has its own food, her parents always give Vida something from dinner.
"Even if my dad brings something
home (for dinner) from McDonald's,
Vida gets a hamburger," she said.
She added that Vida never goes to
the kennel when the family goes away
for vacation; the dog goes with them.
"Vida sits in front of the van with my
father and my mother sits in back."
Nusbaum said her dog is spoiled by
her mother's attentions. "Every time
my mom goes to the store. Lady gets
something."
Pets also tend to be overprotective of
the families they live with.
"Vida is overprotective of mom,
when dad goes to bed; Vida will jump
in between them in bed," Tyson said.
"When someone wants to take Vida
Friday/Grea Horvath .for, a walk,
... ' mom
... has to say 'it's OK'
, <■ \.. .,,
before Vida will go.
Senior John Kim plays with his eight-week-old black labrador named Sable. Kim said.
"I've had a dog ever since the sixth grade and enjoy the companionship."

DON'T JUST DRIFT DOWN
THE RIVER OF LIFE.
TIP A CANOE!
Join in the fun with IS4JIK2/ camping and
canoeing trip Friday, Oct. 20 thru Oct 22.
The cost of $25.00 will include:
canoe rental, equipment, camping,
food, and hayride.
Sleeping bags will be on a first come first serve basis.
SIGN UP IN THE UAO OFFICE
TUESDAY, OCT. 10 THRU 18TH.
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Cancer claims Python's Chapman
The show made its debut on the
British Broadcasting Corp. on Oct. 5,
1969. The last original show was
broadcast in December 1974.

They had planned a huge anniversary party Wednesday night in London, but it was canceled Wednesday
morning when it became apparent how
ill Chapman was.

Chapman was educated at Cambridge University and qualified as a doctor before turning to comedy.

Chapman often appeared as a stuffy
army officer with a comical upper-class
accent. He sometimes appeared in full
uniform to announce that a sketch was
being stopped because it was too silly.
Later, he played the lead in Monty
Python's first two films. King Arthur
in "Monty Python and the Holy
Grail" and Brian in "Life of Brian."

Jones, now a film writer and director, told Independent Radio News that
Chapman went out in true Python style
with his usual "alternative" sense of
timing: "Last night we were going to
have our anniversary party to celebrate
20 years of Python. It was 20 years today since the first program went out.

In 1968, he teamed up with Cleese,
Palin, Jones, Eric Idle and Terry Gilliam to film the television series
"Monty Python's Flying Circus."

The group celebrated its 20th anniversary three weeks ago by filming a
television special to be released later
this year.

"1 think it's the worst case of party
pooping I have ever come across. We
will all miss him, we loved him very
much."

LONDON (AP) — Graham Chapman,
a founding member of the zany British
comedy group Monty Python, died of
cancer at age 48 as his former colleagues talked to him about the good old
davs. his adopted son said today.

visited him earlier.
Chapman, a homosexual and reformed alcoholic who smoked a pipe, told
reporters in August that a dentist
found a cancerous growth on his tonsils during a routine examination.

Chapman was rushed to Maidstone
General Hospital in southeast England
from his nearby home on Tuesday and
died there Wednesday night, said his
manager, Don Epstein. Funeral arrangements have not been announced.

Later tests showed he was also suffering from cancer of the spine, he
said.

When Chapman died, fellow Monty
Python comics Michael Palin and John
Cleese were at his bedside, said the adopted son, John Tomiczek. Another
member of the troupe, Terry Jones,

riday Magazine wants to know...
4. Do you think men and women can have a platonic relationship?

What do jwu think about relations*?
is tM» week's issue, we have tried to cover major wiationslup problems thai
. affect college students of today. J»or those of you who have a g reawr Interest in the subject of just want to (Sad out how the student! on thi$ campus
feel, we have provided this short survey.. If you would jrfease take a few
minutes out of your busy schedule to fill M out, we would appreciate it. The
results will be published in the October 20th issue of Friday Magazine.

with...
immediate family member
ajbecome better
bjstayed the same
cjbccome worse

with brother* tod/or sisters & any)
ajbecome better
bjatayed the same
cjbecome worse
your friends from high school
bjstaycd the same
cjbecome worse
2. Do you think it is/or would be hard to have a romantic relationship while
■Jyes
b)ao
c)h depends on the situation
Comments:
3. Have you ever had a long distance relationship?
tiyes
bjno
If you answered "yes" was/is it a good relationship?
•few
Woo
c:

Comments:
5. Do you have someone you can talk to (day or night) in a time of crisis?
a)yes

IPfease circle one response for each question.
I.

ajyes
bjno
c)tt depends on the situation

If toe answer to "yes" is that friend:
a)a member of your sex
b)a member of the opposite sex
6. How would you describe your relationship with your present roommate/5 or husband?
a)good-we get along great
bjwe get along most of the time but fight sometimes
cjwe fight all the time
7. Generally, do you think rooming with someone you did not know previously is a...
ajgoodidea
bjbadidea
c)it depend* on the situation

,

Comments:
8. Can you talk tb your professors easily?

c)it depend* on who it is
If yon answered "a" or "c," what are the topics of conversation?
ajdatswork
cjbothaandb
djotber
Comment*:
Thanks again for filling out this survey. Please drop it into a designated box
" »West Hall, (or send by mail) by October 16.
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Can men and women just be friends?
by Laura Hardy
In the recently released movie about
opposite-sex friendships, "When
Harry Met Sally," Harry tells Sally
when they first meet that they cannot
be friends because he finds her physically attractive. When she questions
him about this, he tells her that men
and women can never be friends "because the sex thing always gets in the
way."
Obviously, friendships between men
and women are possible, but it may be
society's view of such friendships that
hinders them more than the aspect of
physical attraction, according to Jackie
Blem, Student Wellness Center adviser.
When a man and woman are seen
together, especially if neither individual is dating someone, "people automatically tend to think in sexual terms,"
she said.
The fact that more men and women
are living together as friends and
roommates is helping to change society's perceptions of opposite-sex
friendships, Blem said.
Barry Watson, junior computer science major, said the relationships he
has had with some of his female friends
have occasionally been misinterpreted
by other people he has known. In these
situations, he said he initially told people the relationship was purely platonic, but if they were persistant about
it, "I just ignored (the gossip). As long
as I know what's really going on, outside opinions shouldn't have to be detrimental to my friendships."
When a man and woman meet for
the first time, physical attraction initially is what attracts them to each other,
Blem said. The relationship progresses
after that depending on the expectations of each person.

Billboard Top 10
1 ."Miss You Much" Janet Jackson
(A&M)
2."Cherish" Madonna (Sire)
3."Girl I'm Gonna Miss You" Milli
Vanilli (Arista)-Gold
4."Love Song" The Cure (Elektra)
5."Mixed Emotions" Rolling Stones
(Columbia)
6."Sowing the Seeds of Love" Tears
For Fears (Fontana)
7."Bust a Move" Young M.C. (Delicious Vinyl)-Gold
8."Heaven" Warrant (Columbia)-Gold
9."ListenTo Your Heart" Roxette
(EMI)
10."It's No Crime" Babyface
(Solar)

Physical attraction may be a contributing factor, but personality traits
and common interests are more important in initiating a friendship between a
man and a woman, according to Jeff
Agnoli, Student Wellness Center coordinator.
"I don't think the physical aspect
plays a part initially in men and women
becoming friends," he said. "People
become friends first because of personality or other aspects. As they get to
know one another, the physical attraction develops and the people then decide whether they want to take the relationship farther."
Jerry Elder, a senior radiotelevision-film major, said one of his
closest friends is a woman whom he
has known for two years. When he first
met her, he said he had a "reasonably
romantic interest" in her but she had a
boyfriend, so the two decided to simply
remain friends. They enjoy a very
social relationship which includes going out to eat, studying together and
going out on the weekends; and still
maintained their respective romantic
relationships.
Most people seem to find that keeping a friend of the opposite sex is generally more difficult when one or both
of the people becomes involved in a
romantic relationship with another
person. However, these friendships are
still possible to maintain as long as
open and honest communication exists
among everyone involved, Watson
said.
"As long as your dating partner is
the trusting type and you don't do anything to make him or her jealous, you
can still keep your other friends," he

said.
Although the friendship may begin
on a platonic level, one or both of the
people involved may start to develop a
romantic interest in the other person.
Todd Collins, a senior radio-televisionfilm major, said communication is especially important in this situation, although people are usually reluctant to
talk openly about their feelings toward
each other.
"There will be times when you are
attracted to someone beyond the
friendship level. You need to decide if
this is a problem and realize when it
gets to be a problem. If it's just a closet
fantasy, it's usually not a big deal, but
if the behavior unduly affects the
friendship, you need to deal with it,"
he said.
Watson agreed and said, "If you
sense the relationship going beyond a
certain point, you need to talk to the
other person and ask him or her where
you both stand on the issue."
Although many qualities that attract
friends of the opposite sex are similar
to those that attract friends of the same
sex, such as personality traits and
common interests; there are a few
different aspects prevalent in a
male/female friendship.
The ability to be more physically
demonstrative in a non-sexual sense
with a friend of the opposite sex is one
advantage, Collins said.
He said he also finds women easier
to talk to in certain situations. "If you
have a problem with a dating partner,
for example, it's nice to turn to a female friend and get her insight and advice on the situation."
Women also like the ease with which

they can talk to a male friend in similar
circumstances. Carolyn Alic, a senior
magazine journalism major, said her
interest in current events is shared with
many of the men she has known.
"Males seem more well-informed
and more interested in what is going on
in the world," she said. "I like the fact
that we can talk about many different
things."

Predicting future
trends for the 90s
DhNVER (AP) — What's hot for
1990? Try "wet" beer on the rocks.
New Age radio, shorter hair on women
and longer hair and wider ties on men,
says the author of "The American
Forecaster 1990."
Also hot, says futurist Kim Long,
will be the "smart toilet," a Japanese
invention that checks a seated person's
blood pressure, pulse, urine, temperature and body weight and displays its
findings on a built-in monitor.
New Age radio took off so quickly
that it is a major trend, said Long.
"It's been called musical wallpaper,
at its most disparaging. It's somewhere
between jazz and soft rock, and it has
the potential to not offend a fairly wide
proportion of the population," he
said.
"Wet" beer, a heavier brew served
on the rocks, will debut in 1990 along
with lower-proof liquor, but lowalcohol beer will continue to founder.
Long said.
White will be the fashionable color
in clothing for women, the Forecaster
predicts.
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Finding free time in a relationship
by Tempo Bierley
The pressures of being a student can
often feel unbearable and unfair. How
school effects you and your relationships depends upon your attitude
and sense of priorities.
It is Friday night — ordinarily an automatic invitation to give yourself
some free time and go have fun. Unfortunately you have just returned
from cross country practice, have a 10
page paper and a computer program
due next week in addition to exams on
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.
You may not get the summer newspaper internship because your GPA
has reached new lows. In short, family
members will be disappointed in you if
you do not make the grade.
A case of self-pity sets in and you are
sure your life is the worst. You are always busy; you do not have anytime to

spend with your boyfriend or girlfriend, and you could not possibly
handle another thing.
If you think your relationships suffer because you are so busy, you
should be thankful you have those few
free moments to ponder. For many,
like recent University graduates Brad
and Karen Callender, a stolen thought
becomes a luxury in their "rat-race"
existence.
For two-and-a-half years, 20-yearold Karen took on the role of wife,
full-time student and employee. Brad,
21, worked full-time and attended
classes part-time. "There was no time
to do anything," Karen said, "- no
time to pout or procrastinate."
Brad said the emotional strain and
responsibility of living with a new person and getting to know his spouse was
a full-time task in itself; in their hearts
their relationship came first, but in

reality it came last.
"Our relationship got pushed to the
bottom." It was not included on the
list of things to be done, so personal
time came last, if at all, he said.
Every relationship survives a few
stressful weeks or work-filled weekends, but for Brad and Karen this
proved to be the norm.
Brad described a major factor in
surviving the normalities of his relationship as the ability to "reprioritize". He said this "reprioritizing" or
changing and rearranging became the
key to maintaining their sanity and
holding their marriage together.
For example, Brad said when this
stressful lifestyle made Karen physically sick she took a personal day off
work to recuperate and catch up. For

Brad, school crept lower and lower
down his list of priorities. "I would
skip classes just to spend a few minutes
with Karen,"Brad said.
There was no room for self-pity
caused by societal trends or outside expectations. The success of their relationship, Karen said, depended upon
their committment to each other.
The amount of time couples spend
together during the week or just on
weekends may strengthen a relationship, but like most aspects of life
"it's the quality, not the quantity that
counts," she said.
According to the Callenders, if you
commit, work hard, "reprioritize",
and keep a positive attitude you will recuperate and Friday night will come
again.

Living with someone you don't like
by Julie Potter

Editor's note: The names in this
story have been changed in order to
avoid the future harassment of those
interviewed.
One unfortunate fact of college life

is that not everyone gets along with
their roommate. The problems of adjusting to college are sometimes compounded by having to live with
someone who you are not compatible
with.
According to Jill Carr, director of
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on-campus housing, about 50 to 75
people per semester change residence
halls. This is due to a variety of
reasons, mainly incompatibility between roommates.

The most common complaint people
have about their roommates is that
they are inconsiderate. Kathy, a junior
pre-med major, said she encountered
this when she lived in Founders Quadrangle with a roommate who had no
regard for anyone but herself.
"It was ridiculous," Kathy said.
"The most annoying thing was that she
would blow off her homework all day
until it came time for the rest of us to
sleep. She had a light by her bed that I
think only worked after midnight. She
would turn it on just as we were all going to sleep and keep it on half the
night."
Kathy said she and her roommates
finally had to resort to sabotage by unscrewing the light bulb. Unfortunately,
the problem was not solved. Kathy said
she believed "if I didn't say anything,
it (the problem) would just blow
over."
A lot of people fall into this pattern,
hoping that if nothing is said, the problem will solve itself. This is usually not
the case.
Another problem encountered by
roommates is "guests" of the opposite
sex staying all night. This was a problem that Cindy, sophomore accounting
major, had last year.

"I was actually asked to leave the
room a couple of times because she had
guys there," Cindy said. Since she
worked early in the morning, she often
went to work tired because she either
slept in a neighbor's room or stayed in
.,,,,,-. h«r own room and endured her room-

for a social hour night after night, it
became irritating after a while," Brian
said.

Brian, freshman computer science
major, had a similar problem when he
lived on campus this summer. He said
one of his roommates brought people
into their room at all hours. "When he
brought people in the room at 3 a.m.
He and his roommates tried to talk
to the offender but there was no improvement in their living conditions.
Brian said they finally set up a meeting
with their RA to discuss the problem.
Not all roommate problems are confined to students living on campus,
however. For example, it is sometimes
more difficult to deal with roommate
problems off-campus because, while
on-campus students can move to another room or residence hall, people
who live in apartments are bound by a
lease to stay in the apartment.
Mary, junior secondary education
major, is encountering this problem.
She said her roommate refuses to share
cleaning responsibilities and to give
Mary any time to herself. Mary said
she sat down with her roommate and
discussed the problems. "We made out
a list of cleaning jobs to share and drew
up a schedule of when each of us can
be in the apartment alone."
Although at times it may seem that
improving roommate relationships is
hopeless, there are solutions.
Talking about the problems, getting
an impartial third party to intervene,
or if all else fails, moving out, are plans
of action that can be taken. Missy
Watson, a Founders RA said.
Above all else, remember that alter
nine months you have another chance
to room with someone else who may
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Sibling rivalries affected by college
phisticated discussions.
Erin Canon, sophomore business
major, said she remembered fighting
They are like shadows. They can be
"like cats and dogs" with her 16-yearbig or small, fat or ihin. Some are disold brother in their younger years.
torted while others arc perfect. Always "When he started high school we
around and unavoidable, brothers and stopped most of our fighting unless we
sisters exist no matter how hard one
were just fooling around," Canon
tries to get rid of them.
said.
Looking back to younger years, stuWeaver said he believes gender, age,
dents found themselves remembering
birth order, and parental modeling are
fights and arguments they had with
some of the contributing factors to
their siblings.
good sibling relationships. If parents
Sandra Dennison, freshman elemen- encouraged good communication skills
tary education major, and her younger through their own relationships, then
sister used to wrestle and punch each
children would have strong examples
other.
to follow.
Dennison said she and her sister
Although parents proved to be the
worried more about getting into trouNo. I influence. Weaver said school
ble with mom than the bruises they had and friendships play an important role
given each other. She used to threaten
also. "Communication comes out of
her sister, telling her to stop crying or
your friendships and is nurtured
she would kick her again.
through school."
Often, as children grow into teenThe plunge to move away to college
agers, the physical rivalry develops into often pulls sibling relationships closer.
internal rivalry or competition.
"When you're away from someDavid Stofka, sophomore undecided thing, you learn there were things there
major, has a younger sister close to his that you missed," Stofka said. "I like
age. Stofka said they felt the natural
her and appreciate her more (now) that
tendency to compete in high school.
I'm away at college."
"We were both in band and Latin Club
Greg Dickerson, senior criminal jusand other clubs so we could see pretty
tice major, said he had to learn not to
much first hand what the other one was be so over-protective with his younger
doing."
sister Pam, so they could have the opRichard Weaver, professor of interportunity to become closer. When his
personal/public communications, said older sister Patti left home to come to
competitiion is a negative division of
the University, Dickerson said he
children. While not all siblings are
found his already close relationship
burdened by it, many are. "Our whole with his "best friend" bonded even
society is based on competition. I'm
more.
not sure it's unhealthy because it does
Canon said the distance between her
prepare you to a certain extent, for life brother and herself had also amplified
in general, (but) it can become extheir relationship. "Since I've moved
tremely vicious."
out, it's a lot different because we talk
By the time high school arrives, that more than we fight — a lot more."
typical childhood saying of " I'm
Esther Marie Bacon, freshman busigonna tell! " or the obstinate "I don't
ness major, said she is not very close to
want to! " may develop into more soany of her three siblings. She and her
brother and sisters were close when it
came to family matters, but as individuals — things were different.
A good communication channel between siblings cannot be obtained
without input from both parties. The
variations in relationships are influennot only by their interactions, but
Join the wild lif ced
also their personalities.
by Elizabeth Maslurzo

Friday/Ore* Horvalh
Kelley Mottice (left), a senior IPCO major from Stow, Ohio, talks with her sister Melissa,
a junior broadcast journalism major. The two sisters roomed together this past summer
for five weeks. They said, "it probably worked out so well because it was for such a short
period of time."
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The problems of long distance love
by Melissa Puccetli
Long-distance love. Is it worth
counting the ways? University students
have differing opinions when it comes
to this question.
Andy Yerkes, senior history major
from Chicago, said his relationship has
been long distance from its beginning
six months ago. "We met through a
friend when she was visiting BG from
Ohio Northern University," he said.
"We try to see each other on the
weekends when we're at school, Yerkes
said,"it works out better this way because we can concentrate on school
work during the week; it's like having a
vacation every weekend."
Yerkes, active in ROTC, spent
several weeks during the summer traveling to different states with the program before leaving for Korea.
"I had no time to write my girlfriend
except for quick thoughts on postcards, and most times it was hard to get
to a phone. In Korea, a phone call cost
$30.00 for 15 minutes, so I could only
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call her once," Yerkes said.
There has to be something special
about the relationship to make it work,
"you have to be more open and honest
because of the limited time together,"
he said. "I've learned that discipline is
important, you have to communicate
on a regular basis — you just can't
blow it off," Yerkes said.
Being independent is also important
to maintaining a long distance relationship, Yerkes said, "she's strong
and does well on her own."
The bad part, he said, is that if
something significant happens in your
life, you do not have that special person to share it with right away.
"You don't realize what you have
until you get it back again — it's really
exciting to see each other after being
apart,"he said.
Laura Shock, senior journalism
major, had been dating Matt Faltys, a
University graduate, for four months
before he left for Brazil to studentteach.
"At first it was really hard to be
happy. He was in another country

where he had no phone and a letter
would take a month to get there. It was
long distance without a lot of communication," Shock said.
The three months apart were more
difficult for him. Shock said. "I had
his family and friends to touch base
with; he had more to cope with without
support."
Now that Faltys lives in Columbus,
there is only a two hour separation.
"After experiencing a distance so
great, it's nice to have a long distance
relationship where communication is
present," she said.

sibility of who will do the traveling."
Shock said she is willing to work at
this indefinitely. "The distance doesn't
help but it doesn't hurt our relationship or what we share."
Lisa Jacob, junior fine arts teacher
prep., is opposed to long distance relationships. "I've had about three of
these relationships, and I feel they're
very difficult to maintain, she said.
"When two people are apart for
long amounts of time, there is not only
a physical separation, but an emotional
one that can jeopardize the stability of
both partners," she said.

Shock said the worst part is that
everyday experiences cannot be shared
immediately, "but when we do get
together, there's so much to talk
about."
Another drawback. Shock said, is
"if we haven't seen each other for
awhile, it takes time to get reaquainted,
and by Sunday one of us has to leave
again.
"We really try to make an effort to
see each other every other weekend,"
she said, "and we alternate the respon-

A constant line of communication is
needed in order to have a strong,
healthy relationship. This cannot always be achieved over long distances,
she said.
"It's hard to share yourself when
you're not together; you just can't stop
by when you need them."
There are some relationships that
can last long distances, she said;
"These are the special ones that build
character."

on stabilizing her life.
Similarily, Shelly plans to start her
life over by going back to California
where her family is and getting more
counseling. "I need to understand myself and why this happened."

me, I wouldn't be where I am now."
According to Tracy, those who only
date their boyfriends have a more
difficult problem. "It's a lot harder (to
know what type of person you are involved with) when you're just dating
but when you're around them you see
all aspects of their personality," she
said. "It helps to talk to someone
who's not involved."

—

In the shelter. Shelly said her oldest
son, 16 months old, wakes up every
night screaming with nightmares. She
said he is not old enough to talk so she
cannot find out what he is dreaming
about.
He is beginning to treat others with
violence, she said. "He pulls little girls'
hair because he saw daddy pull mommy's hair." But, "he's very protective
of me."
When Tracy left her boyfriend, she
had little money and nowhere to go. "I
had 112 when I left... I had no idea
where I was going to go. I slept outside
that night — it was freezing cold."
Tracy said the biggest thing gained in
the shelter is one's self-esteem and

knowing that one deserves to have a
decent life — "no one has the right to
control you. That's the bottom line —
they're trying to control you."
After she stopped hating her boyfriend, she said, she started to hate herself for staying with him for so leng.
"Now I don't care. There's M way I
can change him. He's not going to
change so if 1 don't want to be treated
that way, I have to leave him behind."
However, "I don't hate meo."
Now, Tracy is looking for a job and
a place to live. Unfortunately, she said
she will have to go on welfare like most
women in the shelter because her boyfriend controlled the money. She went
to college for three years and would
like to get a degree but must BOW focus
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She said she needed to hear about
the successes of other women that have
been battered to be assured she can
make it. Shelly wanted to "go on as being a single mother and be a success
again."
Shelly and Tracy advised that
anyone in a domestically violent relationship must step back from the relationship and look at it rationally.
"When you're 'm love,' s>ep back
from your relationship and see it as it
really is," Shelly said.' 'You need to
listen to what other people say."
"If a man hits you once, he's gonna
hit you again. If I had gotten out (of
the relationship) when he first slapped

"No man has the right to hit a
woman, but no woman has the right to
hit a man either. Men are much
stronger than women," Shelly said.
If you know someone or you believe
you are a victim of a domestically violent relationship, you can contact the
Student Health Center, on-campus
counseling services, the Mental Health
Center of Wood County, First Step:
Shelter for Domestic Violence or the
Family and Child Abuse Prevention
Shelter.
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SportsCtr.

Speedway

o
•
•

News

ESPN Baseball
TMC

SportsCtr

Movie: "Au Revoir, Les Enfants"

Pictures

CODCO

Kids in the Hal

Top ol the Hill

Auto Racing

Drag Racing: NHRA Heartland Nationals

Movie: "The Fantasist"

Journal

Knots Landing

12:30

Nmtrt

News

ID
O

Lighter Side

Movie: "Missing m Action"

11:00

Knots Landing

Top of Hw Hi

12:30

St. Elsewhere

flpy.f

China Beach

News
Billiards: World Open

Jeffersons
Lighter Side

News

Tnal by Jury Movie: "Camy"

ESPN

Bilo» Blues

10:30
Journal

Doogie H

SigrvOfI

"Hero and the Terror"

Wiseguy

Raccoons

ArsenioHall

Dead Ringers"

10:00

9:30

Jake and the Fatman

CBS News

Business

Tonight Show

EastEnders

Movie:

Anything

Magnum, P.I.

News
News

News

Head Ciss

Movie: "Kotch"

12:30

St. Elsewhere

News

Power of Word
Learning in America

12:00

News

thirtysomething

News

OCTOBER 11,1989
7:30
8:00
8:30

11:30
Newhart

Time Out

Boxing

Bodybuilding

11:00
News

Soup

Movie: "Moonwalker"

SportsCtr.

10:30

Trial By Jury Movie: "Dead of Winter

ffl

o

10:00
Island Son

American Experience

Facts of Lit* Boss?
SportsCtr

Roseanne

Other Side of the News: Athletics

SportsLook

WEDNESDAY EVENING
7:00
6:00
6:30
CBS News
O News

o

Boss'

9:30

Wolf

News

Magnum, P.I.

NWS

Tonight Show

Movie: "Code of Silence"

Auto Racing

Movie: "No Man's Land"

Falcon House
Sporting Goods

SLEEP GALLERY

•5.00 off
Any Purchase over '30.00
Sale items and other discounts Excluded
with this coupon. Expires Oct. 20, 1989

Athletic Shoes * Sweats *
* Swimwear * School Jackets *
* T-Shirt printing * Sports Equipment *

«8&

more than just copies!

*

123 S. Mom St.
Downtown BG
Across From Huntington Bonk
Hours Doily 10-9 Sun Q.K
Sot. 10-5:30

lAVWvWVV

J

Typsetting, Word Processing,
Quality Offset Printing, Flyers,
Posters, Resumes, Screen Printing,
Laminating, Trophies and Plaques,
5' Photo Copies

352-3610
117 E. Court St.
f>2-4C)68

ar

■«&'

^P
1045 N. Main

•
•
•
•
•
•

FUTONS
DRVBCDS
SL€€P€R-SOFfl
WHT€RB€DS
R€CLIN€RS
ROCK6RS
354-0221

